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THERE IS NO SECOND PLACE

1: THE HIGHWAYS OF 2032
The world is just getting back on it's feet now that The Troubles are over. The 

superweeds and viruses have been cured or quarantined, road gangs are rare 
occurrences on most highways, and the damage from civil war and outright chaos has 
been mostly repaired. The economy is showing some signs of recovery, and most will 
attribute this to the new era of so-called “death sports”- high-stakes gladiatorial 
games that pull in millions of viewers. 

Originating in privately owned and operated prisons of the USA during the 
depression of the 2010s, these deadly games used to be reserved only for death row 
inmates through the Gladiator Bill. Cage fights to the death with lethal weapons, real-
life first person shooters, and ultraviolent versions of existing sports were streamed 
live to the internet. The graphic violence and body count created sensational ratings 
and earned the prisons hefty profits, but moral groups and politicians expressed their 
disapproval. Legislation aimed at banning death sports did not pass due to low 
popularity, but sports which required players to kill were banned outright. Seeking to 
make up for the revenue lost by the ban on to-the-death cage fights, Chobham 
Corrections Inc. created a series of demolition derbies and races between cars with 
weapons and armor. This new sport shot to the top of the ratings like a cruise missile. 
Fast cars and big guns was an unbeatable formula, and continues to rank #1 on most 
sports programming today. 

The Depression of the 2010s got even worse as the years went on. Civil unrest 
was becoming commonplace. 2018 saw the Avian Flu pandemic, killing off almost 70% 
of the poultry in North America as well as a few thousand people. In 2020 the 
superweeds took hold, destroying huge crops and displacing thousands of farmers. 
The USA blamed this on terrorism and declared martial law, while large segments of 
the public believe them to be genetically engineered as a scheme to control North 
America's agriculture. After one year, chaos enveloped nations as the situation grew 
desperate and food riots devastated cities. Mass exoduses of farmers to fertile lands 
untouched by the bird flu were preyed upon by roving gangs on the highways. Battles 
were fought between these marauders and local militias for control of small towns and 



important routes. 
One year later, genetically modified crops began to catch up with the 

superweeds, bringing glory and monopoly to the megacorporations that created them. 
Militias had secured most towns, but gangs still ruled the roads. In 2022 the US 
government attempted to re-establish rule of law by force, but the brutal rule of the 
increasingly harsh and paranoid American government resulted in the official secession 
of both California and Texas. Bloody civil wars were fought for six months before the 
US military began to run out of resources and was forced to concede secession to the 
well-entrenched guerillas. 

Rebuilding from these events (Known collectively as “The Collapse”) took well 
into the 2020s, with some areas recovering quicker than others. In areas where 
highway violence was common, citizens began to emulate the automotive combat 
shows (which were only suspended for one year during the food riots) and mounted 
weapons and armor on their vehicles. Local militias and police forces soon adopted 
this as well, and later standardized it. By 2025, 48.8% of all vehicles on the roads of 
North America were armed or armored. Legal precedence for this was usually cited as 
the 2nd amendment (which had also been adapted to the constitutions of Texas and 
California). In 2027 the Gladiator II bill was passed in various forms for most countries 
in North America, allowing civilians to participate in death sports. Opposition was 
minimal, as governments were quick to provide Bread and Circuses to prevent 
relapses of The Troubles. 

Today, automotive combat sports go by various names such as Road Rage, 
Deathracing, Combat Derby, and Road Wars, depending on branding and region. It is 
the #1 sport in North America, and has a large following. Most towns have a 
speedway equipped for automotive combat, as well as combination auto parts/gun 
shops. Although occurrences of highway battles are rarer, equipping vehicles for 
combat is more popular than ever with armor and weapons offered as factory options 
on most new cars and an average 72% of all vehicles in North America packing heat. 

Competing in automotive combat is the fast track to fame and wealth, if you 
don't die in the process. Successful drivers have huge paychecks, corporate sponsors, 
and first class medical care. The others are either killed or crippled. Which will you be?



2: BASIC RULES

“As long as there have been cars, people have been attaching weapons to them”
- diagram of a “technical” from the Libyan Revolution of 2011

What you need to play: 
• Six-sided dice
• Vehicle Tokens (Hot Wheels Cars, 1:25th scale models, bottlecaps, etc.)
• Hazard tokens
• Flat Surface
• Sourcebook
• Scratch Paper
• Vehicle statistics
• Road Pages or map
• Protractor (recommended)
• Calculator (recommended if building a new car)

The Core Mechanic
Gameplay in Ballistic is based around the core mechanic, which is used to 

resolve attacks and perform maneuvers. It can be expressed as a simple formula:
(Handling or ROF dice) + modifiers – penalties = result
Modifiers are numerical bonuses to your rolls. Penalties work the same way, except 
they detract from your roll. 

The Rule of Cool
If all players and the referee agree on something, such as the angle of a turn, 

then this overrides the actual rules. The reasons for this may be that you simply don't 
feel like looking it up, or that you think the result will be awesome. Either way, Ballistic 
is about having fun. 
Naturally though, in the good spirit of competition, referees at tournaments are 
expected to disagree with something that blatantly goes against the rules.

Starting the game
1) Lay out your road pages, use a map, or draw your own. Players should agree on 

a scale that fits with your tokens or models (for example, in 1:24/1:25 scale, 10 
feet is 5 inches).

2) Select your vehicles, and have their statistics ready. 
3) Roll Reflexes for each player. Add your Driver bonus. This will determine the 

turn order for each round, with the highest scores going first (a round is when 
every player has completed their turn). 



Your Turn
A turn is representative of 2 seconds in the game world (important for 

calculating speed). You can do many different things during your turn.  The turn 
consists of the following phases:
1) Speed Phase, in which the player accelerates, decelerates, or maintains current 

speed. Nitrous Oxide and Turbo/Superchargers are also used in this phase.
2) Action phase – Can be used to perform actions which use handling dice, and 

use weapons or special equipment.

Hit Points
Everything has Hit Points (HP), because everything can be destroyed. HP is the 

measure of how much damage an object or being can take, namely your car, tires, 
armor, and motor. Your car as a whole has separate HP from your tires, armor, and 
motor. 
Sample Object HP
Human 5

Midsize 50

1 point of Steel armor 5

Tire 10

Large Motor 14

350ci Engine 20

Light or medium MG, Auto-Shotgun 10

HMG, autocannon, or AGL 15

Rocket or Mine 5

Brick wall (1 brick thick) 25

Concrete barrier 30

Metal Guardrail 15

1” thick plywood 5

Wooden fence 5

Metal fence 10

Small Tree 10

Medium Tree 20

Large Tree 30

Wrecked Vehicle ½ HP of 
wrecked vehicle

Refrigerator 25



Hit Rating
Everything also has Hit Ratings (HR), the measure of how hard it is to damage. 

Sure, a subcompact may not be able to take an RPG- if you can hit it. Conversely, a 
“tank” style vehicle can shrug off most rounds, but it's a big target and they're all 
going to do a little damage to the armor itself (see Armor in Vehicle Creation). Hit 
ratings can be improved by adding Armor Points (AP), presenting a smaller target, or 
creating a smokescreen, just to name a few. 

Sample Object HR
Human 10

Unarmored Midsize/Sedan (rear) 6

Unarmored Midsize/Sedan (side) 5

Armored Midsize/Sedan (6 points of rear armor) 12

Armored Midsize/Sedan (4 points of side armor) 10

Oil Drum 12



3: MOVEMENT

Slag knew he'd be crawling across broken glass and battery acid if he didn't find  
some cover from his pursuer's autocannon. The 20mm was blasting miniature craters  
into the cracked asphalt and vandalized concrete of downtown Murder City, and it'd  
slice through his armor like Kleenex. Something, anything, to put between him and  
that- There. If he had blinked he'd miss it, a gap in a wall made of burned-out cars  
and tires. In the space of a second he slammed the particle brakes and shunted  
towards the tiny opening, barely missing an attempt to ram him. Had it worked, he  
would have been sent out of control and joined with the wall of wrecks. Now he just  
had to figure out how to get back in the race... 

Speed
The speed you are moving at when you start your turn determines how far 

forward you get to move when you start your turn. This is completely dependent on 
the scale at which you are playing, so all speeds in this text are given in MPH. Top 
speed is dependent on vehicle weight and powerplant. Round your speed to the 
nearest 10.

Speed      1/64 equivalent 
10mph 1” 110mph 31”

20 4 120 34

30 7 130 37

40 10 140 40

50 13 150 43

60 16 160 46

70 19 170 49

80 22 180 52

90 25 190 55

100 28 200 58

Acceleration
Acceleration is the measure of how quickly you can increase your speed, and is 

measured in the format of MPH per turn, meaning that you can accelerate by that 
many MPH every turn. Acceleration is a free action, and you can only accelerate once 
per turn. Acceleration depends on vehicle weight, powerplant, and transmission. 



Deceleration 
Deceleration is the measure of how quickly you can decrease your speed, and is 

measured like acceleration. All vehicles can decelerate by 25 mph per turn. Greater 
deceleration is possible, but might result in a loss of control. 
Deceleration of 26-35mph: Difficulty 4 (D4) Maneuver (see Maneuvers)
Deceleration of 36-45mph: D6 Maneuver
Deceleration of 46-55mph: D8 Maneuver
Deceleration of 56-65mph: D12 Maneuver
Deceleration of 66-75mph: Go directly to Crash Table 1

Deceleration of more than 75mph in one turn is not possible. 

Handling Dice
Handling Dice represent how well a vehicle handles. When attempting a 

maneuver, a player can choose to spend as many dice from their HD as they feel 
necessary, but these can't be spent again until the next round. Choose your dice 
wisely: Too little and you may not meet your target, too much and you'll be wishing 
you still had them if you run into enemy fire. An average car with an average driver 
has 1 HD, but improved suspension and better tires can improve this score. Good 
reflex rolls also contribute. On a 5, the vehicle gets +1 die, on a 6, +2, and so on in 
the case of higher rolls due to heightened reflexes. 

Handling dice are reduced by 1 for each tire destroyed, and can also be reduced 
by hazards like Smoke, oil, and water. If at any time handling dice are reduced to 
below 0, roll on Crash Table 1, and then treat the negative value as normal (as a 
penalty which overrides bonuses).

Maneuvers
Any change of vehicle direction is considered a maneuver, and each maneuver 

has a Difficulty Rating expressed as D(#). This is the target number for your 
Maneuver Roll. All Maneuvers are completed with the dice of your Handling Pool, and 
the bonus of your Driver Skill. For example, if Slag is attempting a Difficulty 10 
maneuver in a car with handling class 2 and his driver skill is 2, then he needs to roll 8 
or better with his 2 dice. 
Vehicles with negative handling class simply roll one die, minus their handling class. 

If the roll succeeds, then the maneuver has been completed successfully. If it 
fails, then go to the specified Crash Table  and roll 2 dice, or take damage. If the 
player falls short of their target for the maneuver by 6 or more, add a third die. 
Maneuvers are used in lieu of simply moving forward with your standard speed (you 
do not move your speed, you move the amount specified by the maneuver). Speed 
affects the difficulty of maneuvers (see Speed and Maneuvering Table). 



Speed and Maneuvering Table
Speed Difficulty 

penalty
Maximum 
Bend

Base Ram 
damage 

05 – 10 - 180 3

10 – 20 - 140 1d (die)

20 – 40 - 100 2d

40 – 50 - 80 2d +3

50 – 60 +D1 60 3d

60 – 70 +D2 40 3d +3

70 – 80 +D4 35 4d

80 – 90 +D6 30 4d +4

90 – 100 +D8 25 5d

100 – 110 +D10 20 5d +5

110 – 120 +D12 15 6d

120 – 130 +D14 10 6d +6

130 – 140 +D16 5 7d

140 – 150 +D18 5 7d +1

150 – 160 +D20 5 7d +2

160 – 170 +D22 5 7d +3

170 – 180 +D24 5 7d +4

180 – 200 +D26 5 8d



Shunt
D7

A drift is simply moving forward at any speed above 25mph and moving 10 feet 
to the side. This is useful as a quick move to line up shots, fire, and retreat before 
they can drop anything on you. A player can also perform a Major Shunt, which moves 
them 15 feet instead of ten but is a D6 maneuver. 

Bend
A bend is your run-of-the-mill turn in which the vehicle moves from point A to 

point B, and then point C, where A is the start of the turn, B the apex, and C the end 
of the turn. Speed penalties are doubled for the purpose of bends, and 40-50MPH 
incurs a speed penalty of +D1.
Angle Difficulty 

15° or less 1

16-30° 2

31-45° 3

46-60° 4

76-90° 5

91-105° 6

106-120° 7

121-135° 8

136-150° 9

151-165 10

See Bootlegger's Turn

Swerve
D7 plus bend difficulty

A swerve is a shunt to the side opposite the direction of the turn without any 
forward movement, followed immediately by a bend. The shunt must be performed 
before the bend. Swerves allow you to quickly escape hazards and head the other 
way. 

Drift
Skid difficulty plus Bend difficulty

A Drift is identical to a swerve, except that the vehicle goes into a controlled 
skid  afterward. This can be useful for targeting or deceleration. Before starting a drift, 
the player must declare exactly how far they want to skid, and at what angle. Steeper 



angles have different effects (see Skid Angles).

Bootlegger's Turn
D12

The Bootlegger's Turn dates back to Prohibition Days (alcohol, not dope), and 
involves braking and skidding the car 180°. It is identical to a spinout, except that it 
only spins around once, and stops after that. 

T-Stop
D10

A T-stop is a risky emergency braking maneuver where the driver rotates his car 
90° in a controlled skid. If it works, the vehicle goes into a regular 90° skid (see Skid 
Angles). If not, they immediately go into a Roll.

Evasive Action
If you suddenly come under fire, are about to run into an obstacle, or want to 

avoid getting rammed by someone, you can take Evasive Action. You may roll any left-
over dice in your Handling Pool which weren't used for maneuvers during your turn to 
raise your Hit Rating by that many points and shunt 15 feet in any direction. Evasive 
Action can only be taken at speeds above 25mph.

Hazards, Road Conditions, and Obstacles
The roads of the future are dangerous, and not just from everyone else trying to 

kill you. Side effects of automotive anarchy range from potholes to land mines. These 
hazards work like maneuvers, and they each have a difficulty rating. If the difficulty 
rating is not met, you suffer the effect of the hazard.

Hitting curb, pothole, or pedestrian – D6
Hitting loose debris – D4 
Driver injured – D6

Night – Driving at night doubles all speed penalties. 

Weather and terrain
Light Rain – Add D1 to each hazard and maneuver
Heavy Rain – Add D2 
Snow – Add D3 
Ice or packed snow – Add D4
Dirt – Add D2, cut top speed by 25%.
Standing Water – D3 hazard for puddles less than 6 inches deep, D6 hazard for 
puddles between 6 and 18 inches deep. Vehicles automatically decelerate 5mph for 
each turn driving in water. Vehicles without offroad suspension can't cross water 



deeper than 18 inches. Vehicles with offroad suspensions can cross water up to 3 feet 
deep. If any vehicle goes deeper than this, it's powerplant will drown out and lose 
power (see powerplant damage).

Damage
Tire Blowout – D3 for each tire destroyed
1-5 Points of Collision Damage – D3 
6-10 Points of Collision Damage – D5 
11-15 Points of Collision Damage – D7 
16-20 Points of Collision Damage – D9
21-25 Points of Collision Damage – D11
26-30 Points of Collision Damage – D13
31-40 Points of Collision Damage – D15
40+ Points of Collision Damage – Go directly to Crash Table 1 (Crash table 2 if the  
ram was a rear-end or a rear corner sideswipe).

Ditches, gullies, and jumping them
Small ditches less than two feet across are D6 hazards at speeds of less than 20mph, 
but only a D3 hazard at higher speeds because vehicles will simply fly right across 
them. Ditches between two and five feet across are completely impassable at speeds 
of less than 20mph, and if they attempt to do so then they will fall in and take 
damage from the far wall according to the Collision rules. At 25-45mph, these are a 
D8 hazard, but only a D3 hazard at higher speeds. Wider ditches require a ramp. 
Ramps will send your car flying 15 feet forward for every 10mph it is traveling over 40 
(50mph will result in a 15 foot jump, etc). 

Crash Table 1: Skids and rolls

0, 1, 2 – Trivial skid. The vehicle keeps going in the direction it was before the 
maneuver failed, but also skids 5 feet that direction. 30° skid.

3-4 – Minor skid. Same as above, except the vehicle skids 10 feet at 45° and begins a 
trivial skid in place of the player's next available action. 

Regaining Control 
Whenever a player would begin their turn with a skid, they can roll a handling check 
to prevent it. D7 for Trivial skid, D9 for Minor, D11 for Moderate, and D13 for Severe.

5-6 – Moderate skid. Same as above, but the vehicle skids 15 feet at 60° and begins a 
minor skid on it's next move, and a trivial skid on the next move after that.

7-8 – Severe skid. Same as above, but the vehicle skids 20 feet at 75°. On it's next 



three moves, it performs a moderate, minor, and trivial skid respectively. 
9-10 – Spinout. Vehicle skids 15 feet in the direction it was going before the maneuver 
failed, and spins around 180 degrees every 20 feet until it stops. Deceleration of 
65mph for every 20 feet. 1d damage to all tires. 

11-12 – Roll! Vehicle rotates 90° and rolls in it's original direction, decelerating at 20 
mph each turn. Each turn that it is still moving it does a ¼ roll (onto it's side, then it's 
roof, then the opposite side, and so on), taking 2d damage to the side it's rolling on 
(half damage for more than 3 points of armor, damage to roof cannot be reduced 
without a Roll Cage). When the bottom hits, all tires take 1d damage. When all tires 
are gone, the car takes 2d damage on the bottom. If it survived and stops right-side 
up, then the car can simply be driven away.

13-14 – Same as above, but the vehicle is on fire (1d damage, Burn Time of 1 turn, 
see “Fire”). 

15 or higher – Same as above, but the vehicle is launched into the air by the two tires 
facing the vehicle's direction, be they front or side. Those tires take 3d points of 
damage, and the vehicle flies through the air for half of it's speed, where it continues 
to roll. Upon landing, it takes collision damage according to this speed and continues 
to roll until it has stopped. All vehicle occupants automatically take 1 point of damage. 

Skid Angles
30°: D3 (skids have no difficulty if they are a Crash Table result), deceleration of 
20mph for every 20 feet, no tire damage, -1 to hit on all attacks
45°: D5, deceleration of 30mph for every 20 feet, no tire damage, -2 to hit on all 
attacks
60°: D7, deceleration of 40mph for every 20 feet, 1 point of damage to all tires, -3 to 
hit on all attacks
75°: D9, deceleration of 50mph for every 20 feet, 3 points of damage to all tires, -4 to 
hit on all attacks
90°: D12, deceleration of 60mph for every 20 feet, 5 points of damage to all tires, -5 
to hit on all attacks

Crash Table 2: Fishtails

1, 2, 3, 4 – Minor Fishtail. Roll to see whether it is left or right. For example, if it is 
right, one would keep the front corners of the car where they are and move the right 
rear corner 5 feet to the right.

5, 6, 7, 8 – Major fishtail. As above, but the rear corner moves 10 feet. 

9, 10 – Execute a minor fishtail and roll again on Crash Table 1.



11, 12, 13, 14 – Execute a major fishtail and roll again on Crash Table 1.

15 or more – Execute a major and then minor fishtail (same direction) and roll again 
on Crash Table 1.

Collisions
A collision is defined as whenever a vehicle token hits a fixed object or another 

token. Collision damage is determined by the speed and weight of the vehicle, and 
type of collision. Collision deals equal damage to both vehicles, as well as ¼ damage 
to the driver if damage is above 10. See “Damage” for more information on collision 
damage. 

Vehicle Weight and collisions
The Base Ram Damage given on the Speed and Maneuvering table is for vehicles 
between 3000 and 3999lbs. Heavier vehicles do more damage, and lighter vehicles do 
less. 
Vehicle Weight Ram Damage 

Multiplier

1000-1999 - ½ 

2000-2999 - ¼ 

3000-3999 --

4000-4999 + ¼ 

5000 - 5999 + ½ 

6000-6999 + ¾ 

7000-8000 x2

Collision Types
Collision types are primarily determined by the location of the hit. Use common sense 
when determining this. 

Head-On – Front-to-front collision. For the purpose of damage, the combined speed of 
both cars is counted as the collision speed. Head-ons have no immediate effects other 
than their immense damage. 

T-Bone – Front-to-side collision. For the purpose of damage, net speed is used (the 
difference in speed between the two vehicles) and multiplied by 1.5x (if a car moving 
at 50mph T-bones a car moving at 10mph, then does damage as if the ram speed 
were 40mph). Any characters on that side take 1d of stun damage, plus 1 damage for 
every 10 mph above 50. 



Rear-End – Front-to-rear collision. For the purpose of damage, net speed is used. If 
the target fails the hazard roll for the ram damage, they proceed to Crash Table 2 
instead of Crash Table 1. 

Sideswipe – Side-to-side collision. For the purpose of damage, half net speed is used. 
Sideswipes can't be performed with maneuvers other than shunts and major shunts. 
The target vehicle is automatically shunted as far as the original shunt distance, while 
the attacking vehicle shunts half as far as the original shunt distance. 
Rear-Corner Sideswipe – Side-to-rear corner collision. For the purpose of damage, half 
net speed is used. Target automatically goes to crash table 2. Performing a rear-corner 
sideswipe adds D1 to the original difficulty of the shunt used for sideswiping. 

Collisions with fixed objects
When a vehicle crashes into a fixed object, equal damage is done to the object and 
the vehicle. If the object is destroyed but not the vehicle, then it continues moving at 
-10 speed. 

Junk, Wrecks, and Debris
When a vehicle takes 10 or more points of damage, debris is blown off of it. Roll 
randomly to determine whether it drops 5 sq. feet or 10sq. feet of debris. Debris is a 
D4 hazard. 
When a vehicle's HP drops below 1, it becomes a Wreck. A wreck has half the HP of 
the original vehicle for purposes of collision damage, and weighs just as much. If a 
vehicle is done 10 more damage than is necessary to wreck it, it separates into 1D6 
pieces of Junk and 15 square feet of debris. Weight and HP of each piece of junk is 
divided by the result of the die (with weight being divided by 2 as well). Each piece of 
junk is placed in a rough circle 20 feet away from the location where the vehicle was 
destroyed. 

Driver death and knockouts
When a driver is killed or knocked unconscious, the vehicle effectively loses power 
(See “Powerplant Damage”), goes directly to Crash Table 1, and the player cannot 
take any more actions. A gunner or copilot sitting next to them can attempt to gain 
control of the vehicle, but under these extreme conditions they suffer a handling 
penalty of -4 HD. 



4: COMBAT

An incendiary rocket exploded in a fireball of cheap napalm next to Barrett's  
Fiero, a lucky miss from the damaged Lada in front of him. The driver wasn't going to  
surrender. A pity, since he had intended to salvage that thing. His twin-linked .50 cals  
made short work of them, and with any luck missed the engine compartment. Just  
before he turned around, he caught a dense burst of fire from Selima Sarin's gatling  
gun in his mid-mounted engine. The oil pressure was climbing like crazy, mimicking  
Barret's blood. She had hit him right at the one time he had his back to her, and right  
in the engine. Roaring with rage, he swung his car's back end around, gunned the  
dying engine, and armed his explosive ram. A shaped-charge head-on ought to settle  
the score.

 



Combat can take place at any time during the main phase, and generally consists of 
these three simple steps:
1) Make sure you have a line of sight with your target. Agree on the location you 

intend to do damage to.
2) Roll as many dice as permitted, each representing one shot fired. Add modifiers 

and subtract penalties, compare to target's Hit Rating and armor to determine if 
you deal damage.

3) If you hit, roll for damage and calculate; place debris, junk, or wreck counters if 
necessary.

Dropped weapons are handled differently, and discussed later in this section. 

Rate of Fire
A player cannot fire a weapon more than once per turn unless they are firing in fully 
automatic mode (this is still counted as a single attack). A player can fire as many 
rounds per turn as their rate of fire allows- For example, Autocannons can only fire 
three rounds per turn, while a top of the line machine gun can fire twelve. Each round 
is represented by a die you roll to hit.
If ROF is listed as “single”, then that weapon only fires once per turn.

Targeting and Hits
When you roll your target's Hit Rating or better, you hit and get to roll for Armor 
Penetration. Of course, your To-hit (attack roll) depends in part on which part of the 
vehicle you are targeting. 
Fixed weapons can't target some more specific parts like tires, but those mounted on 
turrets or pintles and hand weapons can. (see Weapon Mounting in Vehicle 
Construction). The underbody of a vehicle cannot be targeted, except by dropped 
weapons such as mines and grenades. In addition, targeting a specific component is a 
complex action instead of a simple one. 



Targeting Conditions table
Targeting 
conditions

To-Hit 
modifier

Effect

Front - Deal motor half damage if front-engined

Rear - Deal motor half Damage if rear-engined

Side ++1 Deal driver half damage

Tire -3, no fixed 
weapons

Deal tire damage directly

Driver/window -3, no fixed 
weapons

Deal driver damage directly

Turret, weapon, or 
ammunition can.

-3, no fixed 
weapons

Deal damage to weapon if turret or weapon, 
or deal damage to weapon and gunner if 
pintle. Ammunition can cooks off if incendiary 
(see “Fire”).

Compact -1

Luxury ++1

Target is not moving ++1

Firer is not moving ++1

Target moving at net 
speed of 20-29mph

-1

Target moving at net 
speed of 30-39mph

-2

Target moving at net 
speed of 40-49mph

-3

Target moving at net 
speed of 50-59mph

-4

Target moving at net 
speed of 60mph+

-6

Target is behind 
Smokescreen

-3

Target is behind 
concealment (i.e., 
plywood)

-3

Rain (heavy) -2 (-3)

Fog -3

Night - Double all penalties



Counter-attacks
Counter-attacks can be made with whatever ROF dice your weapons have leftover 
after your turn, or one use for defensive weapons, when an opponent attacks you. 
This works much like using your Handling Pool for Evasive Action- but you can only do 
one or the other. Choose wisely.

Armor Penetration
When you score a hit (or several), you get to roll for armor penetration, attempting to 
roll higher than the target's armor. You add your weapon's Armor-Piercing modifier to 
the roll results. Failed rolls which hit still deal 1+AP modifier damage to that armor- 
nothing lasts forever. Armor which is at only ½ HP has it's rating reduced by ½. 

Damage
When you succeed your Armor Penetration roll, you get to deal damage. Different 
weapons deal different damage, usually in the form of a number of dice and a 
modifier. Damage done to the front, rear, or side does damage directly to the vehicle's 
HP. Collision damage is handled differently. 

Collision damage is distributed evenly between the vehicle's HP and all external 
components (including weapons and armor). The specific effects for targeting front, 
rear, and side still apply. If more than 10 points of collision damage are taken, the 
driver takes ¼ of the total damage. If the driver takes more than 5 points of collision 
damage at once, they are knocked unconscious in addition to taking normal damage 
(see, Character Damage).  

Blast weapons deal ½ damage within their Blast Radius for every 10 feet they 
are from the original target.

Engine Damage for gasoline motors will result in going to Crash Table 3 if more 
than 5 points of damage are done. Electric powerplants roll on Crash Table 4 if more 
than 10 damage is dealt.



Fire
To set a vehicle on fire, an incendiary weapon must hit. Fire deals damage every 

turn for as long as the Burn Time specifies, resisted by the appropriate armor. After 
that, roll 1d. When you get a 1, the fire is out. Fires can also be extinguished with fire 
extinguishers or Freeze Foam. If the material is flammable (wood, foliage, cloth, etc.) 
then it deals damage every turn until the fire is extinguished. Fire damage works like 
Collision Damage.

If Ammunition boxes take any fire damage, they cook off, destroying their 
weapon and expending all of their ammunition (this is why you should store your 
ammunition under armor!). Cook offs for blast weapons other than rockets deal 
double damage to the location they are mounted on. Cook offs for rockets deal full 
damage to the vehicle they are mounted on. 

If a vehicle remains on fire for more than 4 turns or if the vehicle reaches -10 
hit points, it will explode, destroying the vehicle. If the fuel tank of a gasoline vehicle 
catches fire, the vehicle's occupants have 1d turns to get out of the vehicle and run 
(see “Characters and Pedestrians”) to safe distance. When the fuel tank blows, it 
creates an incendiary explosion with a blast radius of 30 feet and 5d damage. 

Powerplant Damage
If a powerplant is destroyed, the vehicle automatically loses power and 

decelerates at 5mph each turn. Electrical systems such as computers, headlights, and 
Infrared Vision still work fine. Electric motors are particularly robust- they won't suffer 
ill effects of damage until they're disabled. Internal Combustion Engines on the other 
hand, must roll on the Engine Damage Table every time take damage. Roll 2d-3, 
adding +1 for every 5 points of damage taken. 

Engine Damage Table

0,1,2 – Thick Black Smoke billows from the engine compartment, giving a -2 To-hit 
penalty on all forward attacks for 2 turns. No real damage.

3 – Minor damage. Roll again, at -6 (instead of the normal -3), for every hour the 
engine is run. Repair is D10.

4 – Significant damage. Roll again at the normal -3 for every 15 minutes the engine is 
run. Repair is D14.

5 – There goes your transmission! Acceleration drops by 5mph each turn, and Top 
Speed by 10mph. If you're going faster than your new top speed, decelerate to it 
automatically. When you can no longer accelerate, the car has lost power. Repair is 
D20. 



6 – Severe damage. Roll again at -2 instead of the normal -3 for every turn the engine 
runs. Repair is D16.

7 – Scary noises are coming from the engine... roll again. If you get 7 or below, stop 
rolling.

8 – The radiator's damaged at the core! Your temperature gauge redlines and next 
turn, your engine will boil over. Roll 1d every turn after that until the engine is turned 
off. On a 6, it overheats and is destroyed. If the engine was turned off, repairs cost 
5% the cost of the engine and repair is D8.

9 – Oil system failure. In one turn, your oil pressure gauge will be in the black. Every 
turn after that, roll one die. On a 6, it grinds itself to death and is destroyed (and a 5 
or a 6 if the vehicle has a turbocharger). If the players stops the engine before this, 
then repairs cost 10% the cost of the engine and repair is D16.

10 – Your fuel system is hit! The car will lose power in 1d+4 turns, and there is a 
chance that it will catch fire. Roll 1 die each turn for 3 turns. If two or more 6s are 
rolled, then your engine is on fire (2d+4 damage, burn time 5 turns). 

11 – Engine suffers a low-yield explosion (not enough to do damage) and is 
destroyed. Repair is completely impossible. 

12 or higher – Engine fire! The engine takes 4d of incendiary damage each turn until 
the fire is put out (full turn action). 



  5: VEHICLE CONSTRUCTION
The garage smelled of cheap high-nicotine cigarettes and burnt plastic, and  

looked like it hadn't been used since The Troubles. Wires, cables, and aluminum 
tubing were all haphazardly piled in plastic milk crates. An open laser cutter made  
from a pair of junked scanners toiled away on a sheet of bulletproof polycarb with it's  
underpowered diode. But in the center of all this was a seemingly perfect machine.  
The graphene matrix battery sheet lay completely flush with the bottom of the  
chassis, totally even weight distribution. Twin 300 horsepower motors, one on each  
axle, were plenty to get the vehicle up to over 150mph. The whole thing weighed only  
3200lbs thanks to the carbon fiber armor with titanium skin. It was armed for bear  
too: Autocannon mounted in the gunner's windshield, and an automatic grenade  
launcher turret on top, cyberlinked to the driver's BCI. In the rear were a  
smokescreen and napalm dispenser, a deadly combination. In the end though, the  
sponsors would determine if it really was perfect.

Most vehicles used in modern Vehicular Combat Sports are modified versions of 
existing vehicles, although high-budget teams can afford to build their own custom 
vehicles from scratch. For the purpose of realism, this holds true in the game world 
even if the players are creating vehicles from scratch themselves (this has no effect on 
gameplay). Designing a car is no small task in real life, and it's even a bit daunting for 
new players of Ballistic. We recommend that if you're just starting out, stick with the 
Sample Vehicles until you're familiar with the game. Once you've gotten familiar 
with the rules, the steps to building your own killer car are pretty simple:

1) Choose vehicle type. You can select from Compact, Midsize, Sedan, Luxury, 
Light Pickup, Medium Pickup, Heavy Pickup, and Minivan. Compacts and 
midsizes can be converted to Hatchbacks, Sedans and Luxury cars can be 
converted into Station Wagons, and medium and heavy pickups can be 
converted to SUVs and Heavy SUVs. 

2) Choose Powerplant. A variety of both Electric Motors and Internal Combustion 
Engines offer different sizes, power, and Hit Rating. 

3) Choose Suspension. This determines your vehicle's Base Handling, and what 
kind of terrain it can handle. 

4) Choose Armor. Different types of armor offer different weight-to-cost ratios for 
every Point of armor, as well as different Hit Points for the armor itself.

5)  Choose Weapons. Offensive weapons typically include machine guns, rockets, 
grenade launchers, and various cannons, while some defensive favorites are 
smoke, oil, and rear-facing flamethrowers. Weapons can be mounted Fixed, 
Turreted, and Pintle-mounted. 

6) Choose additional components. Roll-cages, Freeze-foam Safety Units, targeting 
computers, and even mini-fridges are some of the available equipment. 



Spaces
Spaces represent how much volume (Interior Space, Cargo, Engine Bay) or area 
(exterior space) something takes up.
1 Space is roughly equivalent to a light machine gun. 2 spaces is equivalent to a 
medium machine gun or a set of golf clubs. 3 spaces is equivalent to a heavy machine 
gun, a person, or the controls and seating for one person. 4 spaces is equivalent to 
most gasoline engines or an autocannon. 
Exterior Space represents the outside of your car, and concerns only weapons and a 
few special devices. Interior Space is used for Nitrous Oxide tanks, Safety Units, and 
other equipment. Cargo Space serves the same purpose, but characters cannot access 
it while driving (this is a good location for extra tires and repair equipment). It is also 
frequently used to mount rear weapons. Engine Bay spaces are for powerplants and 
batteries, though they can also be used to house ammunition and other components. 



Acceleration and Top Speed
Acceleration is the measure of how quickly a vehicle can increase it's speed. This is 
determined by two factors: Weight and Power. Power is dependent on the Powerplant.
Top Speed is the absolute limit of how fast your vehicle can go, and is dependent on 
the same factors. Use the following chart to calculate Top Speed and Acceleration.

Power and Weight
Weight

Power

2000-
2999 lbs

3000-
3999 

4000-
4999
(-2 MPG)

5000-
5999
(-4 MPG)

6000-
6999
(-6 MPG)

7000-
7999
(-8 MPG) 

8000-
9000
(-10 MPG)

1000 60, 5 50, 5 X X X X X

1500 70, 10 60, 5 X X X X X

2000 80, 15 70, 10 60, 5 X X X X

2500 90, 15 80, 10 70, 5 X X X X

3000 100, 20 90, 15 80, 10 60, 5 X X X

3500 110, 20 100, 15 90, 10 70, 5 X X X

4000 120, 25 110, 15 100, 15 80, 5 60, 5 X X

4500 130, 25 120, 20 110, 15 90, 10 70, 5 X X

5000 140, 25 130, 20 120, 15 100, 10 80, 10 60, 5 X

5500 150, 30 140, 20 130, 20 110, 15 90, 10 70, 5 X

6000 160, 30 150, 25 140, 20 120, 15 100, 15 80, 10 60, 5

6500 170, 30 160, 25 150, 20 130, 20 110, 15 90, 10 70, 5

7000 180, 35 170, 25 160, 25 140, 20 120, 20 100, 15 80, 10

7500 190, 35 180, 30 170, 25 150, 20 130, 20 110, 15 90, 10

8000 200, 35 190, 30 180, 30 160, 25 140, 25 120, 20 100, 15

8500 210, 35 200, 35 190, 30 170, 30 150, 25 130, 20 110, 15

9000 220, 35 210, 35 200, 35 180, 30 160, 25 140, 20 120, 15

Vehicle Type

Different Vehicle Types offer different advantages. Smaller cars are harder to hit but 
can't take much punishment or weight. Conversely, big cars are big targets but they 
can take more hits and can accept more weapons and armor. All vehicles include a 
basic computer and a CB radio with 40 channels and a 10 mile range. 
Spaces, Base Weight, Base HP, Max Weight, and Handling are affected by Vehicle 
Type. Different space Options are available, and fall into the categories of either 
Hatchback/Station Wagon, or Truck/Ute. Hatchbacks and station wagons transfer all of 



their cargo spaces +2 to Interior. ¥1000. Trucks transfer all their cargo spaces +2 to 
Exterior. ¥1000. Mid or Rear-engined vehicles switch places of their engine bay and 
cargo space, reducing cargo space by 2 (to a minimum of 2) 

Subcompact – Cars of this class are usually regarded as little more than jokes by 
inexperienced drivers. While they often won't survive in a match with anything larger 
than a Midsize, subcompacts are usually piloted by the most psychotic and desperate 
drivers, usually fighting a small war of attrition. Subcompacts have a Hit Rating bonus 
of 2. 
Base HP: 25
Base Weight: 1750
Max Weight: 2250
Base Handling Bonus: +2
Spaces 
Interior: 8
Exterior: 8
Cargo: 2
Engine Bay: 3
Cost: ¥1000
Options: Hatchback

Compact – Economical, nimble, and hard to hit, many a great combat racer got their 
start in a compact. While they can't mount larger powerplants and weapons, they are 
extremely light and generally have very good acceleration. Compacts have a Hit Rating 
bonus of 1. 
Base HP: 30
Base Weight: 2000 lbs
Max Weight: 2750lbs
Base Handling Bonus: +1
Spaces
Interior: 10
Exterior: 10
Cargo: 3
Engine Bay: 4
Cost: ¥2000
Options: Hatchback, Compact truck



Midsize – A favorite among racers, Midsize cars handle fairly well, have enough space 
for a respectable engine, and leaves room for weapons and armor.
Base HP: 40
Base Weight: 2250 lbs
Max Weight: 3250 lbs
Base Handling Bonus: +0
Spaces
Interior: 12
Exterior: 12
Cargo: 4
Engine Bay: 5
Cost: ¥3000
Options: Hatchback, Light Truck

Sedan – The single most common vehicle type out there, finding a majority in both 
arena matches and death races (Statistic courtesy of the Offensive Driving Association 
of North America). 
Base HP: 50
Base Weight: 2500 lbs
Max Weight: 3750 lbs
Base Handling Bonus: +0
Spaces
Interior: 16
Exterior: 16
Cargo: 5
Engine Bay: 6
Cost: ¥4000
Options: Station Wagon, Medium Truck

Luxury – A formidable opponent in the arena, big luxury cars can mount plenty of 
heavy metal but they pay the price in handling. Luxury cars also have a Hit Rating 
penalty of 1. 
Base HP: 60
Base Weight: 3500 lbs
Max Weight: 5000 lbs
Base Handling Bonus: -1
Spaces
Interior: 18
Exterior: 20
Cargo: 7
Engine Bay: 7
Cost: ¥5500
Options: Station Wagon, Heavy Truck. 



Chassis
Chassis can be upgraded to increase Max Weight, or lightened. Chassis weight is 
counted as a percent increase in the total weight, based on the Base Weight. 
Chassis HP Bonus Max Weight bonus Weight Cost

Light -5 -10.00% -30% of base weight -250

Medium - -

Heavy 5 25.00% +10% of base weight 500

Superheavy 10 50.00% +20% of base weight 1000

Heavyweights
Vehicles which go over their Max Weight have their acceleration and top speed 
reduced by 5 for every 100lbs they go over the limit (round the total weight to the 
nearest 50 for this purpose). 

Powerplants
Cars on the roads these days are split about 50/50 between Electric and Internal 
Combustion Engines (ICE). Most new models are electric only, but some still use ICE 
as a cheaper high-speed option.
As a general rule of thumb, Electric allows for quicker acceleration while ICE can attain 
higher top speeds.
Powerplants can be mounted in the front or rear. Rear-mounted powerplants allow for 
more spaces up front (switch the Cargo area with the Engine Bay), but powerplant 
damage can result from rear-end collisions and weapons fire.

Electric Motors
Electric cars typically run on a mix of quick-charging carbon-based batteries and heavy 
duty supercapacitors. These are built into the underbody and take up no spaces, and 
their weight is factored into that of the motor. Multiple Engine setups are popular for 
increasing power and survivability. Electric motors get an extra 5MPH when calculating 
acceleration due to their high torque, up to a maximum of 35. 
Motor Power Hit Points Spaces Base Range Weight Cost

Micro 1000 5 1 500 100 ¥500

Small 2000 7 2 400 250 ¥1500

Medium 3000 10 3 300 300 ¥2000

Large 4000 14 3 250 350 ¥3000

Sport 5000 16 4 200 400 ¥4000

Ultra 6000 18 5 150 450 ¥5000



Range With Electric Motors
Treated the same as gasoline engines, except the efficiency percentages are 
percentages of the base range. See “Fuel Efficiency”. 

In-hub motors
Micro and Small motors can be set up in a configuration of one for each wheel. This 
takes up no spaces, and uses half the total power for all the motors. However, when 
tires are targeted, so are the motors. 

Electric Motor upgrades

Liquid Cooling is probably the most popular upgrade to electric cars. A chilled mixture 
of alcohol, water, and glow dye known as “Cold Drink” is circulated around the motor 
by a pump. This allows the engine to run faster without overheating, producing an 
extra 25% power. The main downsides to liquid cooling are it's cost, 50% motor cost, 
and the difficulty of installation (D15).

Fractal Radiators further increase the cooling of electric motors. Silver-plated 
aluminum is fashioned into shapes with an extremely high surface area, allowing fast 
dispersal of heat. This is much cheaper and simpler than Liquid Cooling, and the two 
can be combined to great effect. Fractal radiators provide an extra 10% power. 
Installation is an easy D4. ¥500.

Auxiliary Superconducting Circuits are a bit of a gamble. Considered the electric 
equivalent to Nitrous Oxide, these superconductors can only be used once for every 5 
gallons of liquid nitrogen carried on board to cryogenically cool them. Using 
Superconductors drastically increases the power to the engine, making it run faster 
and hotter. Every time a player uses superconductors, they must take 1d of damage to 
their motor (reduced by 2 if they have liquid cooling, reduced by 1 if they have fractal 
radiators). ¥1000 and D11 for circuitry, ¥500 and D6 for each cryogenic tank (use). 

Ultralight Power Packs bring the weight of a car's batteries and supercapacitors down 
to half as much as the motor, making this a popular choice with multi-motor setups 
and larger motors. ¥2500. D10 installation.

Low-friction bushings increase the ability of electric motors to spin at higher speeds, 
increasing the top speed of a motor equipped with them by 5. ¥2000. D14 installation. 



ICE Engines

With the oil market fallen through and gasoline still at ¥10 a gallon, prices on gas-
burning engines have dropped considerably. While cheaper to repair and maintain, ICE 
engines are much more complex and susceptible to catastrophic failure than electric 
motors. You don't have to throw the whole thing out when it takes a bullet. On the 
other hand, gas explodes a lot more often than batteries do. The crowd may love this, 
but it's no fun if you're in the car when the tanks blow. One thing's for certain, you get 
a lot of bang for your buck with ICE engines even if they are inefficient, thirsty beasts 
that blow up easily.

Engine Power Hit Points Spaces Base MPG Weight Cost

50ci 1000 5 2 60 150 ¥500

100 1500 10 3 50 300 ¥1000

150 3000 12 3 45 500 ¥1500

200 4000 14 4 35 550 ¥1750

250 4500 16 4 28 600 ¥2000

300 5000 18 4 22 650 ¥2250

350 5500 20 5 18 700 ¥2500

400 6000 22 5 15 750 ¥3000

450 6500 22 5 14 800 ¥3250

500 7000 24 6 13 850 ¥3500

550 7500 24 6 12 900 ¥3750

600 8000 26 6 11 950 ¥4000

650 8500 26 7 10 1000 ¥4250

700 9000 28 7 9 1050 ¥4500

Fuel Efficiency 
The Base MPG given in an engine's statistics represent the vehicle traveling at 60% 
speed. This is really only used for long-distance travel, as most events provide free 
fuel for gasoline vehicles. If you need to get somewhere in a real hurry and travel at 
80% speed, the MPG rating is reduced to 75% (this also attracts the attention of the 
local law enforcement- GMs are encouraged to have the players make dice rolls or 
clever excuses to avoid having to pay them their bribes). Alternately, players who are 
in no particular rush can slow down to 40% speed and gain a 15% MPG bonus. 
Weight is also an issue, and can present significant penalties for fuel efficiency (see 
the Power and Weight table).



Fuel Tanks
Fuel tanks are mounted in the safest location on a car, in front of the rear axle, and 
cannot be targeted. Regular fuel tanks cost ¥2 and weigh 5 lbs per gallon of capacity. 
Foamed Fuel Cells cost ¥35 and weigh 7 lbs per gallon of capacity, and are immune to 
the effects of fires due to their explosion-suppressive design. 

ICE Engine Upgrades

Porting an engine improves the air and exhaust flow by optimizing the angles at which 
these gases travel, usually by installing new headers. Porting adds 20% of the base 
power and costs ¥400. Porting an engine is a D12 job.

Blueprinting – Blueprinting is a lengthy, complex process where an engine is 
dismantled and all it's parts balanced, polished, and re-synchronized. The actual cost 
of blueprinting is negligible and it adds 25% of the base power, but it takes 48 hours 
of constant work and is a D17 job for a mechanic. Blueprinting can be bought as a 
service for ¥2000. If adding blueprinting at construction, the service must be bought. 

Multi-valve Systems create more power by improving the intake/exhaust flow using an 
increased number of valves. Can only be applied during construction. 
3-Valve Systems increase power by 25% of the base power and cost an extra 50%. 4-
Valve Systems increase power by 50% and cost an extra 75%. 5-valve systems 
increase power by 75% and cost double. 

Nitrous Oxide gives a brief, intense boost of power by increasing the rate at which fuel 
is burned. Power is increased by 2000 every time a player opens a tank of Nitrous (a 
free action) ¥500 for injection system + ¥250 and ½ space per use (tanks can be 
placed anywhere). D6 Installation.

Lightweight Construction lightens an engine considerably, replacing heavy steel with 
components like aluminum engine blocks and titanium connecting rods. Engine weight 
is reduced by 25%. ¥2500. Replacing engine components with lightweight parts 
requires the entire engine to be dismantled, and is a D16 job for a mechanic. 

Electronic Valve Timing – This system adds an additional computer-controlled 
camshafts with a different profile designed to make the the best use of the engine at 
low and high RPM. Increases top speed, acceleration, and MPG by 5. ¥3500. Can only 
be taken at vehicle construction. 

High-Torque Differentials optimize the gearing of a transmission system, giving more 
torque. This increases the acceleration of a vehicle by 5. ¥2000. Installing a high-
torque differential is a D12 task. 



Cold Air Intake – An inexpensive and easy way to increase the power of any engine. 
Cold air intakes chill the air coming into an engine, making it denser and easier to 
burn. This increases power by 5%. ¥300. Installation is a simple bolt on, and is a D4 
installation. 

Turbocharger – A highly efficient and highly complex device that can easily add power 
to any engine, turbochargers increase the pressure of intake by spinning a turbine 
with an engine's exhaust gases. Turbochargers increase the Power of an engine by 
1500 and the MPG by 5. ¥2000. Adding a second turbocharger increases power by 
1000. Due to a phenomenon known as Boost Lag, the effects of a turbo do not apply 
unless the vehicle moved at full acceleration last turn. This can be eliminated by using 
a Variable Hybrid Turbocharger, ¥4000. Installing a turbocharger is a D14 task. 

Supercharger – Although not as efficient or inexpensive as a turbocharger, 
superchargers dramatically increase power by using the power of the engine itself to 
run an intake compressor. Superchargers increase the power of an engine by 50%, 
and cost ¥5000. Installing a supercharger is a D15 task. 

Suspension
Suspension forms the main part of a vehicle's handling. Standard Suspension is 
included in all Vehicle Types, the cost given is for upgrades. 

Suspension Handling Bonus Cost

Standard 0

Sport 1 ¥500

Performance 2 ¥1000

Racing 3 ¥1500

Any one of these suspensions can be made Off Road for a cost of 2x as much (¥500 
for standard suspension). This negates the additional difficulty rating of driving off-
road, and reduces the top speed penalty to 10%. However, on-road the same penalty 
applies. 
 
Super Shock Absorbers can be added for ¥200 and reduce the difficulty for all terrain-
based hazards such as hitting a curb or pothole by 3. 



Tires
Tires have hit points just like other components. When a tire reaches 0 hit points, it 
suffers a blowout. Handling class is reduced by 2 for each tire blown out. All modern 
tires are run-flat tires, meaning that if they lose air they won't leave a bare metal rim 
scraping on the ground. Price given is for a set of 4. Standard tires are included on 
new builds, the price given is for a replacement set.

Tire HP Cost

Standard 10 ¥300

Heavy Duty 12 ¥500

Foam-filled 14 ¥700

Solid 16 ¥900

Solid Carbon Fiber 18 ¥1100

Fireproof - 50.00%

Racing Tires – Racing tires cost an extra ¥1000, and give a +2 bonus to HC on roads. 
This does not apply off roads. 

Slicks – Slicks are wide, smooth tires with no tread so as to maximize how much 
rubber meets the road. While they let you put down plenty of power, they do have 
trouble in damp conditions. Double all handling penalties and reduce acceleration by 
10 for these conditions, but in dry climates add 5 acceleration and +1 handling. Costs 
an extra ¥1500.

Off-Roading Tires – Acts like Racing tires for off-road terrain. Costs an extra ¥1000.

Rally Tires – A compromise between Racing and Off-roading tires, these are specially 
designed to allow more grip on road and dirt, giving a +1 bonus on both. Costs an 
extra ¥1500. 

Armor
Placing armor is regarded as a fine art by Offensive Drivers. Proper armor 

placement depends on what type of car you're building and what competition you'll be 
facing. If you're building a racer, you'll want to focus on rear and side armor because 
that's where you'll be taking fire. If you want to make an arena fighter, it's a good idea 
to focus on front and side armor for ramming and soaking up pot-shots to your 
broadside. For rounder tracks, you can armor one side more than the other. 

Different kinds of armor have different properties and Cost/Weight ratio. 
Cost/Weight Ratio is given for one Layer of armor.

Composite Armor can be created by adding quantities of different armors. While 



this can allow you to fine-tune your armor to a greater degree, it is complex and not 
recommended for beginners or those on a tight schedule. 

Armor has HP for every layer. When armor is reduced to half HP, the armor 
rating is reduced by half. Armor can be restored with a can of Armorfill (¥20) and a 
Mechanic rating of 1. 

Armor also has an upper limit on how much you can place- some simply gets 
too bulky to be practical if you stack it too thick. This is noted as “Max”. When creating 
composite armor, the Max rating is the largest of the armor types used (for example, a 
steel/titanium composite could achieve an armor rating of 8 by using 7 layers of steel 
and one of titanium). This can be risky if taking sustained damage, but is a good way 
to save money without skimping on protection. 

Armor can be placed on 5 different locations: Front (F), Rear (r), Left (L), Right 
(R), and Underbody (U), which is only used for grenades and mines. Window Armor is 
handled differently. 
Plastic Armor – Standard modern armor is made of high-density and high-strength 
polycarbonate plastics. This has been used in bulletproof windows for decades, but 
has only recently come into use as armor with improved materials. 
Cost/Weight: ¥200/5 lbs
Hit Points Per layer: 3
Max: 4



Kevlar Armor – Astoundingly lightweight, but not very durable. Kevlar can only take so 
many hits before it simply starts to fall apart. 
Cost/Weight: ¥250/2 lbs
Hit Points Per layer: 2
Max: 6

Steel Armor – Perfect for the driver on a budget, Steel may be very heavy and 
ballistically inferior to modern plastic armor but it gets the job done and won't degrade 
as much. 
Cost/Weight: ¥150/10 lbs
Hit Points Per layer: 5
Max: 5

Carbon Fiber Armor – Simplifications in manufacturing have allowed Carbon Fiber to 
become much more reasonably priced. This armor is extremely light weight and very 
strong. 
Cost/Weight: ¥300/3 lbs
Hit Points Per layer: 5
Max: 7

Titanium Armor – The ultimate in armor, Titanium is relatively lightweight and offers 
great protection, but it's also very expensive and somewhat brittle. 
Cost/Weight: ¥500/6lbs
Hit Points Per layer: 3
Max: 8

Fireproof Armor – Halve damage from all incendiary weapons. Burn time is halved, 
and fire automatically goes out after burn time is over. This does not protect from 
powerplant fires or fires that start in the interior. Adds 1 lb and ¥50.        

Reactive Armor – While using explosives as armor may sound like a bad idea, it is in 
fact very effective against enemy blast weapons. Reactive armor is tuned to explode 
outwards to deflect blast damage, but only from blast weapons and not bullets. 
Reactive Armor cuts damage from blast weapons in half. It weighs an additional 25 lbs 
for front and rear, and 50 lbs for each side and costs ¥100 for front and rear armor 
and ¥200 for sides. 

Window Armor – A good idea for those who don't like to be shot. Window Armor can 
be either alloy (¥250/10 lbs per layer) or transparent polycarbonate (¥400/6 lbs per 
layer). Only 3 points of window armor may be installed. Alloy window armor incurs a 
-1 penalty for each layer on all attacks made from that side. Rolling Windows costs an 
extra ¥100, but allow attacks with hand weapons to be made from inside a vehicle. 
The penalty for alloy window armor does not apply with rolling windows. 



Weapons

Ever since the Vehicular Weapons market opened up and gun laws got a lot 
looser after the Troubles, prices on big guns have gone down considerably. Even 
previously military-only weapons like the Gatling Gun have become available to private 
citizens, if they have the cash. 

Weapons are a key element in automotive combat, and not even the craziest 
drivers will go into a match with nothing but a ram. Weapons are divided into two 
types: direct damage and dropped. Direct damage weapons include machine guns, 
rocket launchers, cannons, and other typically offensive weapons. Dropped 
weapons are generally more defensive. Usual choices include Smokescreens, Oil 
slicks, and Tire Spikes. Direct damage weapons can be mounted facing any direction 
(specified at time of installation), although forward is easily the most popular. Dropped 
weapons can only be mounted facing rearward. 

Weapons have different attributes just like armor. Damage is the amount of 
damage a weapon does if it hits. Armor Piercing effectively lowers the armor of your 
target (negative numbers are good). Blast Radius only applies to blast weapons. Hit 
Bonus, if any, is the bonus you get on your rolls to hit. Rate of fire tells you how many 
dice you can roll to hit. 
Weapons all have weight and take up spaces, and of course they aren't free. Unless 
otherwise stated, all weapons are belt-fed. When attaching weapons, you must specify 
where all weapons and ammunition are mounted and stored.
Blast weapons include rockets/missiles and mines. The Blast Radius listed doesn't 
deal damage to vehicles, only pedestrians. However, vehicles that have been hit with a 
blast weapon must roll 2 dice on Crash Table 1, and any hit from a blast weapon will 
always deal half damage. 



Direct Damage

Light Machine Gun (LMG) – Used frequently in infantry, mounted light machine guns 
typically fire light rifle rounds. Multiple LMGs linked together have proven highly 
successful on lighter vehicles. 
Damage: 1d
Rate of Fire: 6 to 13
Weight: 20 lbs 
Spaces: 1
BU: 5
Cost: ¥200 x ROF

Medium Machine Gun (MMG) – Used in both vehicles and infantry, Medium Machine 
Guns fire heavy rifle rounds. 
Damage: 1d+3
Armor Piercing: -1
Rate of Fire: 5 to 11
Weight: 25 lbs
Spaces: 2
BU: 7
Cost: ¥500 x ROF

Heavy Machine Gun (HMG) – Far too heavy to be used by pedestrians, HMGs are 
relegated to vehicles and mounts. They typically fire very heavy rounds with inherent 
armor-piercing capabilities.
Damage: 2d
Armor Piercing: -3
Rate of Fire: 4 to 9
Weight: 80 lbs
Spaces: 3
Cost: ¥750 x ROF

Gatling Gun (GG) – Gatling guns fire heavy rifle rounds at extremely high rates of fire. 
Gatling guns have 3-6 rotating barrels powered by an electric motor. Gatling Guns are 
Unreliable. If they are not cleaned every 24 hours, they will have to roll on the jam 
table every time they are fired. They may not deal damage as efficiently as HMGs, but 
their light weight and high rate of fire makes them a favorite for racers. 
Damage: 1d+3
Armor Piercing: -1
Rate of Fire: 20
Weight: 30 lbs
Spaces: 2
Cost: ¥8500



Autocannon (AC) – Autocannons fire 20-25mm shells at low rates of fire. They are big, 
heavy, and expensive, but can dish out tremendous punishment. Autocannons use 
Shells for the purpose of ammunition. The statistics given here are for HE shells. 
Damage: 5d
Armor Piercing: -3
Rate of Fire: 3
Weight: 200 lbs
Spaces: 4
Cost: ¥10,000

Auto-shotgun (AS) – Almost exactly the same as the auto-shotguns used as personal 
weapons by pedestrians. Auto-shotguns may seem like the ideal solution for big 
damage, light weight, and low-cost, but they have two disadvantages. Firstly, they are 
fed by 30 round drum magazines which take 1 turn to be switched by the included 
automatic magazine changers. Each 30 round drum magazine in addition to the one 
already in the shotgun takes up ½ space and costs ¥100. Secondly, they have a 
relatively low rate of fire. Auto-shotguns use Shells for the purpose of ammunition. 
The statistics given here are for HE shells (see “Ammunition”).
Damage: 2d+2
Armor Piercing: +1
Rate of Fire: 4
Weight: 15 lbs
BU: 6
Spaces: 1
Cost: ¥2500

Automatic Grenade Launcher (AGL) – Automatic Grenade launchers fire 40mm 
grenades at slow rates of fire. These grenades are counted as Shells for the purpose 
of ammunition. The statistics given here are for HE grenades. AGLs can arguably do 
the most damage of any gun that can be mounted on a car or truck, but they are very 
large, expensive, and heavy. 
Damage: 5d
Blast Radius: 20 feet
Rate of Fire: 3
Weight: 100lbs
Spaces: 4
Cost: ¥10,000



Flamethrower – Flamethrowers, when used correctly, can be devastating. However, 
they do have their limits: They cannot fire forward if traveling at speeds over 35mph, 
or else they set the car they're fixed to on fire. They also have a fairly limited range- 
flamethrowers deal damage in a 75 foot-long cone, which is 10 feet wide at the 
business end. If the flamethrower isn't fixed-mounted, it can be raked across the 
target to give it an end spread of 30 feet. Due to their highly flexible lines, you can 
place the fuel (Napalm) anywhere you like. Flamethrowers deal double damage to 
pedestrians.
Damage: 3d
Burn time: 1 turn
Rate of Fire: Template
Weight: 10lbs+6 per use
Spaces: 1+1 per use
Cost: ¥500

Munitions
All ammunition for belt-fed guns must be stored in an ammo can to the left or right of 
that weapon. If there is room in the engine bay, ammunition can be stored there 
below the weapon. 
Storing ammunition outside of armor is dangerous, as it can cook off (see “Fire”). 
Most offensive driving associations advise either using fireproof component armoring 
for ammunition cans or storing ammunition under existing armor ( under hoods and 
trunks, or in the cockpit).  

Rockets
Rocket technology has come a long way since vehicular combat sports were 
introduced. They're much cheaper, and even more devastating. However, rockets will 
still detonate if they take more than 10 points of damage, dealing their damage to the 
vehicle they are mounted on. Rockets are automatically treated as if they had a 
Firelink.

Light Rockets (LR) - Typically 40mm in diameter (usually with a bigger warhead). 
While highly inaccurate, they are also very effective. Light rockets lose 2 dice to hit for 
every 50 feet they travel. Damage and blast given is for an HE rocket.
Damage: 5d
Blast Radius: 30 feet
Spaces: 1
Weight: 10 lbs
Cost: ¥500



Heavy Rockets (HR) – Usually around 80mm in diameter, Heavy Rockets pack an even 
bigger punch and are usually more accurate. Damage and blast given is for an HE 
rocket. Heavy rockets lose 2 dice to hit for every 75 feet they travel.
Damage: 6d
Blast Radius: 40 feet
Spaces: 2
Weight: 15 lbs
Cost: ¥1000

Guided Missiles – With the drastic reduction in price and size of electro-optics as well 
as a highly competitive market, guided missiles have found their way into the 
vehicular combat arenas. Missile guidance adds a +5 bonus to hit. 
Wire Guidance is the most popular method. Wire guidance kits only cost ¥500, but 
firing a Wire Guided Missile (WGM) takes a full turn from the gunner (must fire at the 
beginning of turn). 
Heatseeking Guidance kits cost ¥1000, and are more of a “fire and forget” solution. 
Heatseekers can be defeated by flares or other objects within 10 feet of the target and 
at higher temperature (bigger powerplant, on fire, etc). 

Incendiary Rockets – Damage reduced by 3d, add Burn Time of 5 turns, cost reduced 
by ¥100.

HEAT Rockets – Damage increased by 1d, add AP-4. Cost increased by ¥500

Thermobaric Rockets – Damage increased by 1d, add Burn Time of 1 turn, cost 
increased by ¥500

Shells
Shells are some of the most versatile types of ammunition available, and offer large 
payloads and high velocities. Autocannons, Auto-Shotguns, and Auto-Grenade 
Launchers all use shells. 

• Autocannon shells take up 1 space and 100lbs for every 50 rounds and cost ¥20 
per HE shell. 

• Auto-shotgun shells take up 1 space and 15 lbs for every box of 75 rounds and 
cost ¥2 per HE shell. 

• Auto-Grenade Launcher shells take up 1 space and 25 lbs for every 25 rounds 
and cost ¥25 per HE shell. 

Shot – Shot Shells fire a canister full of small steel spheres. Shot spreads over 
distances, making it more likely to hit it's target but limiting range. Shot deals +2 
damage within 10 feet, normal damage between 11 and 50 feet, and -3 damage for 
every 10 feet beyond that. Autocannons cannot fire Shot Shells. 
Cost: -10%



APFDS – Amor-Piercing Fin-Stabilized Discarding Sabot rounds fire a tungsten dart 
designed to penetrate armor rather than deal the most damage. APFDS rounds deal -1 
damage and get -2AP. Auto-Grenade Launchers cannot fire APFDS rounds. 
Cost: +25%

Bullets
All machine guns use bullets. Medium Machine Guns and Gatling Guns use the same 
rounds. 

• Light machine gun rounds take up 1 space and 15lbs for every 500 rounds and 
cost ¥0.50 per round. 

• Medium Machine Gun rounds take up 1 space and 20lbs for every 250 rounds 
and cost ¥1 per round. 

• Heavy Machine Gun rounds take up 1 space and 30lbs for every 100 rounds and 
cost ¥2.50 per round. 

Armor-piercing Rounds – AP rounds typically have a steel core and a teflon jacket to 
reduce barrel wear. Increase Armor-piercing by 2. +30% cost.

 
Dropped Weapons
Chief in defense, dropped weapons are dispensed as Solids, Liquids, Gases, and 
Mines. Each requires a different dispenser. Dispensers must be mounted at the rear of 
the vehicle (the cargo space is popular for this). Where dropped weapons really shine 
is in racing, where vehicles are usually moving too fast and too close together to 
react.
Dropped weapons are not treated like attacks, but hazards. They are D10 hazards if 
they are less than 20 feet away, D8 if they are 21-30 feet away, D6 if they are 31-40 
feet away, D4 if they are 41-50 feet away, and D2 if they are more than 50 feet away. 
Speed penalty for this roll is doubled. The size of this hazard is determined by the 
Area of Effect.
Dispensers have Use Capacity, the number of times it can be used before it runs out of 
the dropped weapon. Use capacity takes up spaces as listed in the dispenser 
description. 
Unless otherwise stated, dropped weapons (except for gases) are permanent hazards.

Dispensers

Solid – Solid dispensers are used to drop Spikes, Explosive Spikes, and Debris. ¥100, 
20 lbs, and 1 space for every use capacity. 

Liquid – Liquid dispensers are used to drop Oil, Napalm, and the Heavy versions of 
each of these. ¥200, 15 lbs, and ½ space for every use capacity.



Gas – Gas dispensers are used to drop Smokescreens, Infrared Smokescreens, Tear 
Gas, and Fouler Smoke. ¥250, 10 lbs, and ½ space for every use capacity. 

Mine Dispenser – Equipped with a universal fuzing device that lets them activate 
mines safely while dropping them, Mine dispensers are banned outside of arenas and 
events almost worldwide even though all mines are required to be equipped with RFID 
beacons that can (usually) be activated by EOD cleanup teams. ¥1000, 100 lbs, ½ 
space for each mine.

Spike Strip Dropper – Can hold and drop one spike strip (see “Other Equipment”). 
¥500.

Solids
Spikes (SPK) - Roll 1d. If the result is 1, one tire takes 8 points of damage. If it is 2, 
then the front tires take 3 points of damage each. If it is 3, then the front tires take 8 
points of damage each. If it is 4, then the front tires and one rear tire take 3 points of 
damage each. If it is 5, then three tires take 8 points of damage each. If it is 6, then 
all four tires take 8 points of damage. 
Area of Effect: W10xL15 feet
Cost: ¥50 per use

Explosive Spikes (XSPK) – Same as normal Spikes, except +2 damage. ¥100 per use. 



Liquids

Oil (OD) – Strictly speaking, Oil Slicks used in death racing are actually motor oil 
mixed with the active ingredient in the superlube grenades used by riot control police. 
Hitting an oil slick results in going directly to either Crash Table 1 or 2. Roll randomly 
to determine which. 
Area of Effect: W15xL20 feet
Cost: ¥50 per use

Napalm (ND) – Widely regarded as one of the best defensive weapons available, 
napalm has the capability to do massive damage. Unlike most dropped weapons, 
though, it's very easy to see. 
Reduce the Difficulty Rating for avoiding it as a hazard by 2 for every 10 feet away 
from the napalm (within 20 feet it is still a D10 hazard). 
If a vehicle drives over napalm, they take 2d fire damage with a burn time of 3 turns 
(resisted by the Underbody armor). Napalm generates smoke equivalent to an 
Infrared Smokescreen which dissipates after 3 turns and has the same area of effect.
Area of Effect: W10xL20
Cost: ¥100 per use

Both Oil and Napalm come in Heavy versions which cost twice as much and multiply 
their area of effect by x1.5. Heavy Oil is actually pure superlube, and Heavy Napalm is 
a military-grade blend using Benzene. Both of these allow the spray to be set wider 
without losing effectiveness. 

Gases

Smokescreen (SD) – Smokescreens do not work like regular dropped weapons. Any 
vehicles facing a smokescreen cannot see past it, and any vehicles in a smokescreen 
cannot see at all. Players in this situation are not allowed to see the game surface (the 
referee should make them face away). Players have very few options in this case. 
They can decelerate in hopes of stopping before they hit something, attempt to 
maneuver from memory, or continue straight ahead to attempt to get out of the 
smokescreen. Players cannot target vehicles behind smokescreens. Of course, players 
with Infrared Vision enabled are immune to these effects, as they can see right 
through normal smoke. 
Area of Effect: W25xL35. ¥25

Infrared Smokescreen (IRSD) – Same as a regular smokescreen, except Infrared 
Vision does not work. Targets behind an Infrared Smokescreen cannot be locked onto 
by heat-seeking missiles. Add ¥50.



Fouler Smoke (FSD) – Made of several different kinds of engine-gumming agents, 
Fouler Smoke is a popular addition to smokescreens in death racing where gas-
powered vehicles are more common. 
Same as a regular smokescreen, except that Internal Combustion vehicles that drive 
through the smoke must roll on the Engine Damage table at -2. Fouler smoke and 
Infrared Smoke cannot be combined. Add ¥50.

Tear Gas – Same as the Smokescreen, except keeps pedestrians from attacking for as 
long as they're in the area of effect, plus 1d turns. Add ¥25.

Mines
Mines come equipped with motion-sensing fuzes that detonate whenever an object 
passes within 1 foot over it. Mines do not have an area of effect, instead they are 
dropped 5 feet behind the vehicle that dispenses them (use small tokens for this). 
Mines deal damage to the underbody of a vehicle, unless they have a Proximity Fuze. 

HE Mines – Cheap and effective, HE mines can do lots of damage if a vehicle actually 
runs over them. 
Damage: 4d
Blast Radius: 25 feet
Cost: ¥50

EFP Mines – Using precisely tuned shaped charges, EFP (explosively formed 
penetrator) mines can do even more damage and penetrate most armored 
underbodies. This is essentially a smaller but equally powerful version of improvised 
anti-tank mines. 
Damage: 5d
Armor Piercing: -6
Blast Radius: None
Cost: ¥150

Proximity Fuze – For an additional ¥100 each, mines can be equipped with proximity 
fuzes. Proximity fuses give mines an area of effect of 10 feet rather than just a small 
token, although they deal damage to sides, front, and rear rather than underbody. 
Some arenas and tracks ban their use (mostly smaller arenas that can't afford EOD 
lasers). 

Remote Detonators – For an additional ¥50 each, mines can be equipped with remote 
detonators. These allow the player to detonate any and all of their mines on the map 
at any time during their turn (a simple action). 



Accessories

Offensive

Firelink – Weapons can be Firelinked for ¥50 for each weapon in addition to the first. 
More than 5 weapons cannot be fire-linked. Firelinked weapons can still be fired one, 
two, or three at a time. Firelinking takes up no spaces or weight. 

Wheelspikes – Wheelspikes are flanged, sharpened pieces of steel mounted on a 
vehicle's wheels which act like the business end of a blender when applied to tires. 
Wheelspikes double damage dealt from shunting and give shunt attacks an AP value 
of -1. During a shunt attack with wheelspikes, the attacker may choose to target the 
tires on that side as well. Wheelspikes deal triple damage and have -3AP against tires.
¥200.

Gun Controls – Gun controls allow a gunner to control the vehicle's weapons, and 
allows them to target specific components using turrets without the -2 penalty. They 
are required for WGMs. 
Spaces: 1
Weight: 5lbs
Cost: ¥25 for each weapon



Targeting System – A targeting system integrates various sensors and advanced 
software into your vehicle's computers and Heads-Up-Display to help you acquire 
targets. A Targeting System grants a +1 To-Hit bonus on all attack rolls. With turret-
mounted weapons, the system grants a +2 bonus. Targeting specific components still 
requires the driver to spend a handling die, unless the driver has a BCI Cyberlink or 
the gunner is using Gun Controls.
Spaces: None
Weight: None
Cost: ¥500

Night Vision – Night Vision systems typically use a combination of passive infrared and 
light amplification to allow drivers to see at night time. This negates the penalty for 
targeting and driving at night. ¥2000

Thermal Vision – Essentially a higher-quality version of the sensors used in 
heatseeking missiles, Thermal Vision shows highlights heat sources for easy targeting. 
Thermal vision negates all environmental targeting penalties including night and 
smokescreens, and grants a +2 bonus on all shooting rolls. ¥7500

BCI Cyberlink – A Brain-Computer-Interface Cyberlink uses an electrode headband 
similar to the type used to control personal electronics and gaming systems. By 
picking up nerve impulses, a driver equipped with a cyberlink can effectively control 
their vehicle and it's weapons with their minds. Cyberlinks eliminate the need to spend 
a handling die to target specific components.
For an additional ¥1000, a drive-by-wire system can be installed that grants a +1 HD 
bonus when a cyberlink is equipped to the vehicle's computer. Learning to use a BCI 
Cyberlink takes about two weeks. Until then, they have -1 in their Drive and Gunner 
skills.    
Spaces: None
Weight: None
Cost: ¥500

Turret – A turret frees weapons from only being able to move in one direction. With a 
turret, a weapon can fire in a 360° arc if it is mounted on the roof or 180° if mounted 
on the hood, trunk, or sides. Turrets allow you to state specific targets like tires as 
well, so it's always good to have at least one. Turrets take up 1 space in addition to 
the spaces of the weapons and ammunition they are mounting. Turrets are linked 
directly to your vehicle's main computer,  controlled via voice command or eye 
movements. Operating a turret with the computer always uses a gunner skill of 2. 
Turrets can also be operated by a gunner inside the vehicle. This is sometimes 
required by competitions which ban the use of auto-targeting software. 
Cost: ¥300 per space
Weight: 20 lbs per space



Pintle – Pintles work like turrets, except they must be manned by a gunner and can 
only be mounted on the roof (must be adjacent to a sunroof) or truck bed of a vehicle 
and only have a 180° arc. Autocannons and rockets cannot be pintle-mounted. 
Cost: ¥200
Weight: 15 lbs per space

Ram Bumper – A ram bumper halves damage from front collisions for the equipped 
vehicle, and multiplies it by 1.5x for the target of a ramming attack. Ram bumpers can 
only be mounted on the front. 
Cost: ¥1500
Spaces: None
Weight: 250 lbs

Spiked Ram – Spiked rams are often used simply because they look scary, but they are 
also extremely effective against pedestrians and armor. Spiked rams halve damage 
from front collisions for the equipped vehicle, and double it for the target of a 
ramming attack. Ramming attacks have -1AP. Spiked rams deal triple damage to 
pedestrians. Cannot be combined with Ram Bumper. 
Cost: ¥2500
Spaces: None
Weight: 300 lbs

Explosive Ram – A crowd favorite ever since they first appeared, Explosive Rams are 
exactly what they sound like: a ram bumper with shaped charges similar to reactive 
armor strapped to it. An explosive ram must be armed before it can detonate (the 
plastic explosives used are too stable to detonate from impact, this is a Free Action 
which can be secretly declared to a referee). When it collides, it does 3d+3 damage 
with -2 AP in addition to normal ram damage. After detonation, Explosive Rams must 
be reloaded in a garage (replacement charges cost ¥500). The detonator system and 
a set of charges is sold as a bolt-on kit for ram bumpers for ¥2000. The detonator and 
charges take up no spaces or weight. Unlike regular rams, Explosive Rams can be 
installed in the rear, but they only do explosive damage and do not reduce damage 
from collisions. 

Defensive

Component Armor – Component armor is used to add armor to any individual 
component such as weapons, powerplants, or ammunition. Component armor is made 
of a specialized tough but lightweight plastic, and costs ¥150 per layer (maximum 4 
points). It takes up no additional spaces and effectively has no weight. A turret 
mounting multiple weapons is counted as a single item. 



Fireproof Insulation – Fireproof insulation can be added to any component (most 
popularly Ammo Cans) for ¥50 per space. It has the same effect as fireproofing armor.
 
Roll Cage – Installing a Roll Cage halves all damage from rolling a vehicle, and is 
required by some combat racing leagues and arenas. The added structural integrity 
gives any vehicle equipped with one +5HP. Roll Cages also increase rigidity, giving cars 
+1 handling die. Foam-Filled Roll Cages weigh only 200 pounds and cost an extra 
¥200.
Cost: ¥800
Spaces: 4
Weight: 300 lbs
Install: 14

External Cameras – External cameras serve two purposes: Seeing where you're going 
and recording footage to stream to Video Servers.  External Cameras negate the 
penalty for using Alloy Window Armor. External cameras can be used to record video 
footage for streaming to subscribers (see “DIY Broadcasting” in Characters). ¥3000. 
External Cameras can be made Infrared for an extra ¥10000, giving Infrared Vision to 
all occupants via the windshield heads-up display. Infrared Vision grants occupants the 
ability to see through smokescreens and at night time.

Long Range Radio – Replaces any vehicle's built-in CB radio, extends range to 25 
miles. ¥200. 
Radio Encryption Module – Allows players to communicate secretly via radio with 
private channels. ¥150

Radio Scanner – Allows a player to hear all unencrypted voice communication without 
being on the same channel. Useful for those who wish to listen in on the authorities. 
¥100.

Radio Jammer – This device allows a player to jam any and all radio frequencies. 
Although not illegal to buy, it is illegal to use, especially when committing another 
crime. 1 space, ¥750.

Electronic Countermeasures – This selective jammer negates the bonus from targeting 
computers and heat-seeking missiles of which you are the target. Currently, ECM 
suites are the only jamming equipment that is not illegal in all of North America. 1 
space, ¥750.

Safety Seat – Safety seats use special impact-absorbent materials and secure 
harnesses to protect drivers and passengers in crashes. Drivers and passengers 
equipped with safety seats only take damage from collisions if the vehicle takes more 
than 20 points of collision damage instead of 10. 



Cost: ¥250
Spaces: 2 for non-driver seats
Weight: 50 lbs for non-driver seats, -50 lbs for driver's seat. 

Passenger Seats – Standard on most factory cars, passenger seats are usually 
removed by competitive drivers to make room for roll-cages. Passenger seats don't 
cost anything (except maybe a couch, if they're being used as one in the garage). 
They allow one character to ride in a vehicle for each seat. If a player takes 3 seats, 
they get a 4th free to represent the single rear couch. 
Spaces: 2 for non-driver seats
Weight: 75 lbs

Freeze Foam Safety System – Freeze foam systems use a special chemical that comes 
out of dispensers as a liquid and then hardens into a spongy, porous material that 
absorbs impact extremely well and is completely fireproof. This shell envelops the 
interior of the car and is the same size in spaces. A freeze foam block has 40 hit 
points, is Fireproof (see Fireproof Armor), and can be breathed through indefinitely. 
However, anyone in the block cannot move or take any actions. Freeze foam can be 
instantly dissolved by a special solvent carried by safety crews. Freeze foam degrades 
and crumbles after 5 turns otherwise. Freeze foam systems must be activated by the 
driver with a pull-cord similar to an ejection seat (free action). 
Cost: ¥1000
Spaces: 3
Weight: 100 lbs

Ejection Seat – Ejection seats are a useful safety system that involves installation of 
explosive bolts on the roof and rocket motors and a para-glider on the seat. When the 
character ejects (which they may at any time) the explosive bolts blow off the roof 
above them and the rocket motors launch them 1000 feet into the air. When a 
character is in the para-glider, they can glide it up to 3000 feet away, specifying where 
they wish to land. After 1 turns for every 250 feet, they land. Getting out of a para-
glider is full-turn action just as getting out of a vehicle is. Characters cannot use hand 
weapons in a para-glider (they are too busy controlling it). 
Cost: ¥5000
Spaces: 2 (non-driver)
Weight: 100 lbs for driver's seat, 200 for passenger's). 
Install: 16

Pimped Ride – A road often taken by those with more money than driving skill. 
Custom wheels, high-powered sound systems, flashy moving paint jobs, and lots of 
chrome are installed to ensure you get noticed. Pimping a ride adds 300 lbs of weight 
and costs ¥2000, but reduces the Fame requirement for getting a sponsor by 500 and 
increases the fame bonus of each event win by 5%. 



Sunroof – The Sunroof of today is constructed of bulletproof polycarbonate instead of 
auto glass, but other than that it's just like the kind they used before the Troubles. No 
longer simply a luxury option, sunroofs are highly useful in combat. They are 
necessary for pintle mounts on a weapon's roof, and allow passengers to fire hand 
weapons with a 360° field of fire (the RPG is a favorite for this). Sunroofs can be 
opened and closed as  free actions. Standing up through a sun roof or sitting down 
from one is a full-turn action. 
Cost: ¥250
Spaces: None, but roof cannot mount non-pintle weapons; only one sunroof may be 
installed
Weight: 10 lbs
Install: 3

Anti-theft System – Modern anti-theft systems are far more effective than the car 
alarms of the past. The locks are controlled by a biometric authentication system. If 
any unauthorized personnel attempt to open the vehicle's door, they will find 
themselves taking 5 points of stun damage. If they do manage to get in somehow, a 
“Lowjack” tracking device is included that can let you and/or the authorities know the 
location of your stolen vehicle. No weight or spaces, ¥1000. For an extra ¥500, a 
version with a flamethrower is available that does 1d fire damage with a burn time of 
2 turns. 

Wheelguards – Wheelguards give tires armor, and must be made of the same armor 
as the sides. Wheelguards have a maximum of 3 points of armor. Wheelguards cost 
and weigh just as much as regular armor due to engineering difficulties.

Salvage
Parts can usually be salvaged from dead vehicles. When a vehicle reaches 0HP, the 
body, suspension, and chassis are completely smashed but other parts will still work 
(although they might be damaged). A part's Salvage Difficulty is equal to it's 
installation difficulty +2. 



6: CHARACTERS AND PEDESTRIANS – =UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION=

You can have the fastest car, biggest guns, and toughest armor but it won't 
matter if you don't have a good driver. Gunners always help too. And hey, if you do 
have to bail out of your vehicle then you might as well take a shot at revenge with an 
RPG. For the purpose of gameplay, all characters weigh 150 lbs, have 5 HP, 10 HR, 
can carry 50 lbs/6 BU,  and take up 3 spaces. The similarities end there though. Each 
character has their own Skills, Fame, and Wealth. Characters can also be fitted with a 
wide variety of personal equipment, and basic rules are included for combats involving 
pedestrians.

Getting in and out of vehicles
Entering a vehicle takes a full turn, as does exiting one. Entering a moving vehicle 
can't feasibly be done, except from the roof. Exiting a moving vehicle deals 1 point of 
damage for every 10mph the car is traveling. 

Character Skills
Skills give bonuses to several different areas, and can be improved by spending 
Experience Points (XP). As a suggestion, each player should start out with Skill level 
represents the bonus given by that skill to it's area. Skills at level 1 represent a basic 
knowledge and competence. Skills at 0 represent being completely untrained in any 
skill, and all skills start this way at character creation. The main skills in Ballistic are 
Drive, Repair, First Aid, Unarmed Combat, Gunnery, and Small Arms. Drive, Repair, and 
First Aid cannot be performed at 0 skill.
Characters with a skill equal to the difficulty of a task do not need to roll when 
attempting the task, it is assumed that they succeed.

Drive – The Drive skill gives a bonus equal to it's level to all reflex rolls and your 
handling rolls. So if Joe Napalm is attempting a T-stop at 65mph (D10+2 speed 
penalty, total D12) and he has a Drive skill of 4, with three handling dice for having 
Sport Suspension and Racing Tires, then he can roll up to three dice with 4 added to 
the total. Joe plays it safe and rolls all three dice, getting a 2, a 3, and a 4 for a total 
of 13, handily making the T-stop. 

Gunnery – Gunnery is the basic attack bonus given to all attacks made with vehicle-
mounted weapons. If Joe Napalm is taking a shot at Drophead with 5 rounds each 
from his twin-linked heavy machine guns, then he gets 10 dice to roll, and gains +2 to 
all his results from his gunnery skill of 2. Drophead is booking it away in his compact 
at a net speed of 40MPH, making his Hit Rating 4. Joe rolls 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 



and 6. The ones are still misses, but thanks to Joe's skill modifier (+2) he manages to 
hit with the 2s.

Repair – Repair is used to install parts, fix engine damage, weld armor, and salvage 
your kills. Difficulty for installing weapons, armor, and other components is D0 unless 
otherwise noted, but some components like engine upgrades might be more than 
D18.
To take ranks in the Repair skill at any time other than character creation, characters 
must work full-time as a mechanic for 6 months for every rank. For this reason, most 
mechanics are controlled by the GM and hired by the players. 

Repair difficulties:
0 – Even people with no training can do something this simple, using only the  

enclosed instructions. This includes stripping ammunition from vehicles, recharging  
batteries, changing oil, using a spare tire, installing “bolt-on” components such as  
weapons and armor, and hitting a gun with a wrench until it unjams. 

1-10  – Represents being “mechanically inclined”. Something you can look up  
and understand relatively easily. Examples include more advanced “bolt-on”  
components like nitrous oxide systems, replacing brake calipers, and using Armorfill. 

 11-12 - Tasks which are challenging, but possible to those without mechanic  
training. Examples include replacing a pressure plate, installing new headers, and  
rewiring.   

13-14 – A simple task for a skilled mechanic, though less experienced ones may  
have difficulty. This can include fixing powerplant damage, engine rebuilds, basic  
welding, and repairing minor structural damage.

15-16 – A more challenging task for a mechanic, including fixing a damaged oil  
system, transmission repair, blueprinting an engine, and treating significant structural  
damage.

17-18 – A difficult task for even a skilled mechanic. This can include fixing a  
turbocharger, repairing severe structural damage, and blueprinting engines.

First Aid – First aid is used to stabilize dying characters (0 to -5 HP). Skill level 
represents the bonus given to stabilization rolls. 

Unarmed Combat – A character with the Unarmed Combat skill can deal 1d+ that 
many points of stun damage to another character as a Complex action. Damage dealt 
in Unarmed Combat cannot kill a character, they are only knocked out at 0 HP. 



Small Arms – The Small Arms skill works just like the Gunnery skill, except that it is 
used for personal weapons instead of vehicular weapons. 

Character Damage
One of the main concerns in straight vehicular combat is when the driver gets 

hit. Driver Injury is a D6 hazard. When they drop below 1HP, they are Dying. When 
they drop below -5 HP, they are dead. See “Driver Deaths And Knockouts” for 
information on unconscious and dead drivers.

Dying characters take 1 damage for every turn they go unstabilized. Dying 
characters must be stabilized by using the First Aid skill. To stabilize a character, a 
player must roll 2d and get 3 times the negative hit points a character is at. For 
example, Joe Napalm took a couple rounds from a ganger's LMG through his door, and 
then through his spleen. He's at -3HP, so the difficulty to heal him is 9. Luckily, Slagg 
the mechanic has a First Aid skill of 3. He rolls to stabilize Joe, getting a 7. Adding his 
First Aid skill bonus, he gets a 10. Joe is stabilized and lives to seek his revenge. 

Characters can also be knocked unconscious. An unconscious character cannot 
take any actions, and will wake 2d turns after they were knocked out. Certain 
weapons as well as unarmed combat can only deal stun damage. This works like 
regular damage, except that when a character drops below 1HP they are treated as 
Stunned, and below -5HP they are unconscious.

Stunned characters automatically lose 2 action points and take a -4 penalty to 
Handling Class. These effects subside after 2 rounds. 

Damage can either be automatically healed once the scenario ends, or the 
referee and players can go by the standard cost of ¥2500 for every point of damage 
healed. Those who willingly participate in Death Sports are completely uninsurable- 
the best way to survive is to have a fat Swiss orbital account. 

Character Movement and Combat
Let's face it, you can't spend your entire life in your vehicle. Chances are 

though, when you do get out you're going to want to run like hell. Being a pedestrian 
in the world of 2032 is even more dangerous than being in a vehicle. Acceleration and 
deceleration are not used for pedestrians. Instead, characters may run 10 feet once 
per turn. Characters may turn and pivot however they want, considering their low 
speed and high maneuverability. 

Wealth
When death is on the line, so is a lot of money. A skilled driver can make a 

fortune in the world of Ballistic if they know how, and most methods fall into these 
categories.

Prize Money – Even small competitions usually have large cash prizes. Some local 



leagues may have different standards for their own vehicle classes, but usually the 
combined price of all the vehicles rounded down to the nearest thousand is the cash 
prize. Most competitions also let you salvage your kills. 
Salvage – The road gangs and wasteland bandits know that there's plenty of money to 
be made in taking out vehicles and selling them to chop shops. On some of the more 
remote roads you can get away with this, but highway patrols and hungry news 
choppers will be on your tail in a matter of minutes if you pick a fight in an area where 
“duels” are illegal.

Sponsors – Characters who establish a reputation as a crowd favorite will have 
sponsors throwing money at them to put their logos on their cars, or even shoot TV 
ads if they're real stars. Just be sure to read the fine print in the contract, as too many 
losses may force the company to take “remedial measures” to distance themselves 
from you. Fame is equal to the money that sponsors will pay you if you win an event, 
so it helps to look good on TV. Players usually have to reach about 2500 fame before 
they're noticed by sponsors. Writing a sponsorship contract is up to the GM, and 
creative clauses are highly encouraged. 

Hired Work – Skilled combatants can find work guarding convoys, bounty hunting, and 
delivering high-value (read: illegal) packages. In this day and age there is no end to 
the uses of a crazed driver behind the wheel of a high-speed death machine. 

Gambling – Gambling has been legalized in some jurisdictions for the sole purpose of 
death sports, usually following systems similar to horse racing.

Selling Stuff – If you're short on cash and looking to replace some of your weapons, 
armor, or other components, you can always sell stuff to other players. You'll have to 
work out the deal with them. If you want to sell something and none of your friends 
are interesting in buying, you can sell the item for half price to a local shop. 

Fame
Fame is obtained by winning and performing other spectacular actions. In addition to 
many fabulous prizes, characters can quickly become famous by winning events with 
style, but other factors such as dishonorable conduct and losing will see them losing 
some of their fame. Below is a table of actions which can result in fame and infamy. 

Winning an event: +50% of cash prize
2nd place: +25% of cash prize
3rd place: +10% of cash prize
Each kill your vehicle scores: +100 
Your vehicle destroyed but you survive unhurt: -50
Your vehicle destroyed but you survive with wounds: -100



You exit your vehicle while it can both move and fire: -50
You exit the arena while your vehicle can both move and fire: -50
You attack with hand weapons: +50
You destroy a vehicle while on foot: +100
You destroy a vehicle driven by a character with 2500 fame or more: +200
You destroy a vehicle driven by a character with 3500 fame or more: +300
You total 5 “kills”: +500
You total 10 “kills” +1500
You destroy a vehicle that can neither move nor fire: -250
You kill a pedestrian with no hand weapons: -1000
You are found out to be using illegal equipment: -1000

7: CHARACTER AND PEDESTRIAN EQUIPMENT
Not everything you want or need can be mounted on your car, and of course 

you're going to want some gear in the event of a bailout. Character and pedestrian 
equipment is measured in Bulk Units for the purpose of carrying capacity. 

Weapons
Hand weapons use the Small Arms skill. Once a weapon's Capacity has been fired, it 
must be reloaded. Reloading takes one turn.

Light pistol – Although it has largely fallen out of favor due to an increased focus on 
anti-vehicle capability, light pistols still remain popular service sidearms with many 
militaries and police forces around the world due to their light weight and high 
capacity. Light pistols can easily be fired with one hand. 
Damage: 1d -2
ROF: 2
Weight: 1lb
BU: 1
Capacity: 15
Cost: ¥500

Heavy Pistol – Used by Highway Patrolmen since the 1960s for their anti-vehicular 
effectiveness, Heavy Pistols have found new favor instead of being viewed as big and 
useless “compensation guns”. Heavy pistols can be used with one hand, but only if the 
user has at least 2 in Small Arms. 
Damage: 1d
ROF: 2
Weight: 3lb
BU: 2
Capacity: 8



Cost: ¥750
Machine Pistol – Compact and powerful, Machine Pistols are sub-machine guns that 
can be fired like pistols. What they lack in controllability they make up for in rate of 
fire. Machine pistols fire light pistol rounds and like pistols, they can be fired with only 
one hand (this incurs an additional -2 to hit penalty). 
Damage: 1d+1 (-1 to hit)
ROF: 10
Weight: 5lb
BU: 2
Capacity: 20
Cost: ¥1000
Sub-machine Gun – Widely used by police forces and counter-terrorism teams. Sub-
machine guns have fallen out of favor with militaries, which means they are a great 
cost-effective choice for private citizens. Sub-machine guns fire heavy pistol rounds.
Damage: 1d+2
ROF: 8
Weight: 7lb
BU: 3
Capacity: 30
Cost: ¥750

PDW – Personal Defense Weapons have largely replaced sub-machine guns in modern 
armies. Designed for rear-echelon personnel, they bridge the gap between Machine 
Pistol and Assault Rifle by firing small-caliber high-velocity rounds unique to their class 
from a compact frame. PDWs can be fired one-handed. 
Damage: 1d+1, AP -2
ROF: 10
Weight: 5lb
BU: 2
Capacity: 40
Cost: ¥1500

Assault Rifle – The primary weapon of the modern warrior, assault rifles are a solid 
performer in most roles. Assault Rifles fire light rifle rounds. 
Damage: 2d-3, AP -1
ROF: 7
Weight: 8lb
BU: 4
Capacity: 30
Cost: ¥1000

Battle Rifle – Widely used during the mid 20th century, Battle Rifles are now used as 
dual-purpose rifles for those who have to worry about people and their vehicles. Battle 



Rifles fire heavy rifle rounds. 
Damage: 2d-2, AP -2
ROF: 2
Weight: 10lb
BU: 5
Capacity: 20
Cost: ¥1000

Light Machine Gun – See Vehicle Construction

Medium Machine Gun - See Vehicle Construction
Sniper Rifle – Sniper Rifles generally fire heavy rifle rounds at long range with deadly 
precision. Sniper rifles almost always come with advanced optical scopes. 
Damage: 2d-1, AP-2
ROF: Single
Weight: 10lb
BU: 6
Capacity: 10
Cost: ¥2000

Anti-Vehicular Rifle – These large-caliber carbines were originally designed for use 
against suicide vehicles in military checkpoints. As such, they are highly effective 
against vehicles, though have only average power against human targets.
Damage: 3d-3, AP-1
ROF: 6
BU: 4
Capacity: 10
Cost: ¥1500

Anti-materiel Rifle – Anti-materiel rifles generally fire Heavy Machine Gun rounds, and 
are capable of ranges up to a mile. Anti-Materiel Rifles serve as an intermediate 
between Sniper Rifles and Assault Cannons. 
Damage: 3d, AP-3
ROF: 2
Weight: 25lb
BU: 7
Capacity: 10
Cost: ¥3000

Assault Cannon – Assault Cannons look like huge anti-materiel rifles, and fire 
autocannon rounds. 
Damage: 4d-3
ROF: Single



Weight: 50lb
BU: 7
Capacity: 5
Cost: ¥5000

Underslung Grenade Launcher – Assault Rifles and Battle Rifles can mount 40mm 
grenade launchers under their barrels, which significantly increase their firepower. For 
an extra ¥200, an underslung grenade launcher can be made into a Grenade Pistol, 
which can be used one-handed.
Damage: Grenade
ROF: Single
Weight: 2lb
BU: 2
Capacity: 1
Cost: ¥500

Rotary Grenade Launcher – Commonly used by police forces for riot control and anti-
vehicular duty, Rotary Grenade Launchers are essentially giant revolvers capable of 
firing 40mm grenades. 
Damage: Grenade
ROF: 2
Weight: 8lb
BU: 5
Capacity: 6
Cost: ¥2000

Sawed-Off Shotgun – Compact, powerful, and cheap. Despite their low capacity, 
Sawed-Off shotguns remain one of the most popular hand weapons with both drivers 
and bikers. Sawed-off shotguns can be used with one hand if the shooter has at least 
a 2 in Small Arms. If they attempt this without meeting the requirement, they will find 
themselves with an empty hand and a broken wrist. 
Damage: 2d, +1 to hit
ROF: 2
Weight: 4 lbs
BU: 3
Capacity: 2
Cost: ¥100

Pump Shotgun – Every home should have one. Pump shotguns are the ideal defensive 
weapon, but they make a pretty good AV gun in a pinch. 
Damage: 2d, +1 to hit
ROF: Single
Weight: 9 lbs



BU: 4
Capacity: 8
Cost: ¥250

Combat Shotgun – Characterized by semi-automatic firing, large magazines, and 
compact size, these are particularly useful when dealing with hard-to-hit biker gangs. 
Damage: 2d, +1 to hit
ROF: 2
Weight: 11 lbs
BU: 5
Capacity: 10
Cost: ¥1000

Auto-shotgun – See Vehicle Construction

RPG – A favorite way for gangers to add firepower to open-topped vehicles, Rocket-
Propelled Grenade launchers fire unguided rockets from a re-usable, portable rocket 
tube. 
Damage: Rocket
ROF: Single
Weight: 15 lbs
BU: 6
Capacity: 1
Cost: ¥750

Missile Launcher: Exactly the same as the RPG, except able to fire guided missiles and 
costs and extra 1000.

Disposable Launcher – Same as RPG, except not reusable and weighs half as much. . 
Costs ¥500. Counter-weighted Disposable Launchers are available for an extra ¥200, 
allowing them to be fired from inside a vehicle out a window.  

Multi-Launcher – The best way to win an arena battle from foot. Multi-Launchers are 
just like RPGs, except they have a clip of 4 rockets instead of a single one. 
Damage: Rocket 
ROF: 2
Weight: 26 lbs
BU: 8
Capacity: 4
Cost: ¥2000



Hand Grenades
Hand grenades can not be fired from grenade launchers. Hand grenades can be 
thrown 50 feet, though not forward from a moving vehicle. 

Frag Grenade – Used by militaries the world over, this is a simple design consisting of 
a small TNT charge inside an iron casing designed to fragment into high-speed, deadly 
shrapnel. 
Damage: 2d
Blast Radius: 20 feet
Cost: ¥20

HE Grenade – Usually used for room-clearing and other forms of urban warfare. 
They're typically little more than a cardboard tube of RDX with a detonator. 
Damage: 4d
Blast Radius: 5 feet
Cost: ¥25

Molotov Cocktail – Used to great effect by underdog armies and criminals since it's 
invention in the 1930s. A cheap and potent incendiary hand grenade that should be 
carried by any self-respecting ganger. 
Damage: 2d
Blast Radius: 5 feet
Burn Time: 2 turns
Cost: ¥5

Concussion Grenade – A non-lethal version of the HE grenade designed to simply 
knock people out rather than knock their body parts off. A character hit by a 
concussion grenade is automatically stunned, and takes 5 stun damage. 
Blast Radius: 5 feet
Cost: ¥20

Superlube Grenade – Originally designed for riot control, superlube grenades manage 
to cover an area of 10 square feet in an oil slick. While the obvious use is as a backup 
rear weapon, it is also an effective and humorous non-lethal weapon. Any pedestrian 
who walks into a patch of superlube immediately cannot move for another 2 turns 
while they manage to crawl onto some decent footing. They can still try to shoot you 
of course. ¥35



Armor and Wearable Gear
Wearable Gear does not contribute to the 6 BU carrying limit that pedestrians have. 

Nomex Racing Suit – Largely unchanged since the early 2000s, Nomex racing suits are 
required as the minimum of personal protection along with a racing helmet. 
Characters wearing a Nomex racing suit only take half damage from incendiary 
weapons, and cannot catch fire. ¥400

Racing Helmet – An important piece of safety equipment, and the best way to reduce 
crash-related fatalities. All damage and stun damage from collisions is halved for 
characters wearing racing helmets. ¥500

Body armor – A simple Kevlar/STL ballistic vest to protect from everything up to heavy 
rifle rounds. It gives the wearer 2 points of armor and +5HP. Weighs 25 lbs and costs 
¥1000. 

Racing Armor – Combining enhanced ballistic protection, fireproofing, and impact gel 
all in one lightweight, expensive package. Gives the wearer 3 points of armor and 
+5HP, and reduces collision damage (including stun) to the wearer by 5. Has the same 
fireproofing as the Nomex Racing Suit. Built-in pouches allow it to hold one pistol, two 
grenades, and has a general 2 BU pocket. Weighs only 10 lbs. ¥3000. 

Tactical Vest – This unarmored vest is made of lightweight nylon and mesh. It can 
hold 1 pistol, two grenades, two pistol magazines, six rifle magazines, and includes a 
hydration pack and a general 3 BU pocket. ¥50.

Holster/Sling – Allows a player to carry a weapon without using their hands. Holsters 
are only for weapons which may be used with one hand. Only one weapon with a 
sling may be carried at a time, and it is counted as having half BU for the purpose of 
being carried by a character. Also available are Shotgun Scabbards which can hold any 
shotgun except auto-shotguns. They do not contribute to the one sling limit. ¥20.

Backpack – A typical survival backpack can hold up to 6 BU of whatever the user 
wants. ¥100.

Night Vision Goggles – Eliminates the -4 penalty for targeting at night, but due to the 
limited field of view and range, the penalties for driving at speed still apply. ¥1000. 

Bandolier – Allows a character to carry 24 shotgun shells as worn items. Also available 
are Grenade Bandoliers which allow a character to carry up to 10 grenades. ¥20. 
Machine gun ammunition already comes in belts, and is treated the same way, except 



adding their weight. 
Augmented Reality System – The standard interface for mobile computing today, 
mechanical repair and targeting were among it's first applications. Today they perform 
admirably in these areas, giving a +2 bonus to all Mechanic rolls and a +1 to hit with 
hand weapons. ¥500. 

Portable Field Radio – A military radio worn as a backpack unit. Cannot be worn with a 
backpack. Counts as a Long Range Radio. ¥1000. 

Other Gear 

Portable Fire Extinguisher – Modern portable fire extinguishers use a liquid foam that 
reduces the burn time of a fire by 3 turns when used. 4 BU, ¥100. 

Comlink – The personal communications device of choice since the late 2000s, 
Comlinks are essentially small computers which allow voice, data, video, and text 
communications between it and any other vehicular computer or comlink. Includes a 
set of wireless EEG electrodes for hands-free neural control. The rechargable battery 
will last one week. 1 BU, ¥500.

Walkie-Talkie – A barebones voice communication system with a range of 
approximately 5 miles. The rechargable batteries have enough power for two week's 
use. Counts as a CB radio in all other respects. Sold as a set of two. 1 BU each, ¥50.

First Aid Kit – Contains bandages, antiseptics, biofoam, and painkiller derm patches for 
10 uses. Confers a +1 bonus to all rolls to stabilize a dying character. 3 BU, ¥20. 

Trauma Kit – Typically carried by paramedics, these bags are designed for large, dire 
accidents. Contains enough medical supplies for 25 uses and confers a +2 bonus to all 
stabilization rolls. ¥100. 

Smartgun System – Smartgun systems combine an infrared laser, camera, and 
ammunition counter. Players using weapons equipped with smartgun systems get +2 
to attack rolls made with those weapons. ¥1000. 

Spike Strip – Spike strips are used by police and their opponents to create a quick and 
effective roadblock, allowing them to end chases without using deadly force. Spike 
strips are 10 foot lines that deal 12 damage to each tire that runs over them. 

C4 – Comprised of RDX and plastic binders, C4 is an extremely stable and powerful 
plastic explosive that can be molded into any shape. C4 costs ¥100, does 2d damage 
and has a blast radius of 10 feet per pound. We'll let the GM decide how far it can be 



thrown. C4 comes with a radio detonator with a range of 1 mile (triggering this is a 
simple action), but it can easily be rigged to detonate with signals from comlinks, long 
range radios, anti-theft systems, and timers. Frequently implemented as a self-
destruct by paranoid corporate teams. 

8: Sample Vehicles – WARNING: STATS NOT UP TO DATE 
WITH 0.2

Skeeter - ¥12,115
Subcompact 
HP: 25
To-Hit: 2
Weight: 2131 (2250)
Handling bonus: +2
Powerplant: In-hub x 4 Small motors, Ultralight Power Packs
Suspension: Standard
Tires: Standard
Acceleration: 25
Top speed: 80
Range: 500
Interior: 8 (Freeze Foam Safety System)
Exterior: 8
Cargo: 2 (Gas Dispenser, 2 uses of Smokescreen)
Engine bay: 3 (LMG6 with 500 armor-piercing rounds, 2)
Armor: F2 Kevlar, R4 Plastic, L3 Kevlar, r3 Kevlar, U0.



Firebug – ¥12,050
Subcompact hatchback 
HP: 25
To-Hit: 2
Weight: 2180 (2250)
Handling Dice: +2
Powerplant: Small Motor (2000 power, 7HP)
Suspension: Standard
Tires: Heavy-Duty 
Acceleration: 15
Top Speed: 80
Range: 400
Interior: 12 (napalm 5, windshield-mounted MMG6 2, 250 rounds 1, Freeze Foam 3)
Exterior: 8 (FT in roof turret 1)
Engine bay: 3 (powerplant 2)
Armor: F5K, R2K, L4K, r4K, U0

Hyena
Subcompact 

Stiletto 
Compact



Thrasher
Compact truck

Pioneer - ¥14950
Compact (Hatchback)
HP: 35
Weight: 2850 lbs
Powerplant: Small In-hub Motors x4 with Fractal Radiators and Ultralight Powerpacks
Max Weight: 2750lbs
Handling Bonus: +4
Spaces
Interior: Roll Cage, ECM
1/10
Exterior: 0/10
Cargo: Mine Dispenser, 6 Proximity HE mines
3/3
Engine Bay: 0/4
Suspension: Racing(+3)
Tires: Standard
Armor: 
Front: 2
Right: 4
Left: 4
Rear: 5

Vulture – ¥21,895
Midsize
HP: 45
To-Hit: 0
Weight: 3176 (3250)
Handling Bonus: +1
Powerplant: Large Motor, Liquid Cooling
Tires: Heavy Duty 
Acceleration: 35
Top speed: 130
Range:
Interior: 12 (Gun Controls, Passenger seat, Roll Cage, Electronic Countermeasures)
Exterior: 12 (4 Heavy WGMs, turret-mounted, 3 component armor, fireproof insulation)
Cargo: 4 (Smokescreen dispenser with 6 uses)
Engine Bay: 5 (3 powerplant)
Armor: F5 Steel, R5 Steel, L4 Plastic, r4 Plastic, U3 Kevlar

Coyote



Midsize

Typhoon
Cost: 24,685
HP: 45
To-Hit:
Weight: 3366/3250
Handling bonus: +3 (+5 on roads)
Powerplant: 200ci w/ electronic valve timing, 3-valve system, (5000 power, 16HP,), 30 
gal fuel tank, Nitrous Oxide (2 uses)
Suspension: Performance
Tires: Heavy duty racing
Acceleration: 20
Top speed: 130
Range/MPG: 40
Interior: 10/12) Gun controls, passenger seat, roll cage, N20 tank 
Exterior: (5/12) Light HEAT Rockets x6 (3 per front fender), auto-shotgun in turret 
w/2 drums
Cargo: (2/4) Gas dispenser 4 w/ 4 uses fouler smoke
Engine bay: (4/5)
Armor: F4 plastic, r1 carbon fiber/6 kevlar (7), L4 kevlar, R4 kevlar, U0
Sidewinder
Light Truck

Warhawk
Sedan



Carnivore
Sedan

Boomslang
Sedan (station wagon)

Hannibal
Medium Truck

Penumbra
Luxury

Tyrant
Heavy Truck

Cutthroat
Luxury

Paladin
Luxury (station wagon)


